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SUMMARY 

As the title implies, the aims of this study are two-fold: The first is 
to develop a statistical formula, called a discriminant function, to predict 
structures that are likely to have arsons in the future, and the second is to 
determine if any pattern exists in the commission of structural arsons. Both 
these objectives have the same final goal, viz., to reduce or prevent struc
tural arsons in Newark. The first of these objectives is designed to prevent 
arson of a specific structure while the latter is more general in nature. 

A population of 897 structures in Newark was developed to study the above 
objectives. The population consisted of all structures in Newark that had 
arson for the first time during the study period January 1, 1980 to April 30, 
1981. Each structure in the popu1ation may have had a subsequent arson during 
the study period. However, no structure had any arson, according to records, 
prior to its first arson during the study period. A simple random sample of 
150 structures, called the arson sample, was drawn from the population. It has 
been established that this is a representative sample of the population with 
respect to the distribution of arson incidences by month of the year, by day 
of the week, by·hour of the day, by fire districts, and the frequency of arson 
incidences. 

A match for each structure in the arson sample was obtained, taking into 
account the shape and size of the structure in the arson sample, its Sssessed 
value, material used to build the structure, location (corner or non-corner) 
and neighborhood of the structure. In this way, 127 structures were selected 
that matched 127 structures of the arson sample. The remaining 23 structures, 
for each of which a suitable match could not be obtained, were deleted. 

Data from various Newark ci ty departments were coll ected for 127 cases 
(i' .e. ,.s·~rlictu·res) i'n the arson and the match samples. On the basis of these 
data, an additional 25 cases were dropped from each of these samples because 
most of them were extreme cases ( See Table 3.1). 

A procedure has been suggested in Ch. II of this report to identify 
serious violations from non-serious violations of various types, viz., building 
code violations, health code violations, electrical code violations and fire 
code violations. Similarly, an insurance score for a struoture has been 
developed, using information about the changes in the amount of insurance, the 
number of owners, and the amount of insurance loss claimed. A procedure to 
compute such an insurance score is given in Ch. III of this report. For 
developing a discriminant function, it has been ob~erved that.the 
insurance score is preferable to several other varlables consldered 
i nth i s' stu dy . 
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Statistical analysis of the data for the arson and the match samples 
suggests that: 

a). 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

The distribution of lithe total amount of all taxes due" 
differs significantly for the arson sample from that for 
the match sample. JI'1oreover, the mean amount.;-.of all taxes 
due is significantly higher for the arson. sample than 
the match sample. For the arson sample the mean amount is 
$992 and that for the match sample it is $371. 

The ratio of the total number of non-serious violations in 
the arson sample to that in the match sample is 3.7 to 1 

The ratio of the total number of non-serious violations to 
the similar statistic for serious violations for the arson 
sample is 2.1 to 1 

The ratio of the total number of Part I ~rimes in ~ struc
ture in the arson sample to a structureln ··the,matcn sample 
is about 1.8 to 1 

The ratio of the total number of Part IB crimes in a struc
ture in the arson sample to a structure in the match sampTe 
is about 1.4 to 1 

f) The ratio of the total number of Part I crimes in a struc
ture to the total number of Part II crimes for that ~truc
ture in the arson sample is about 2.2 to 1 

g) . The mean insurance score is significantly lower for the 
arson sample than for. the match sampl~. (N?te:that the 
lower the insurance score, the more llkely lt lS that the 
structure will have an arson.) . 

From the above findings, it seems that the variab~e~ ~the ~o~al amount 
of all taxes due," lithe total number of non-ser1o~s Vlolatlons, II the total 
numl3er of Part I crimes in a structure," and lithe lnsurance score are more 
useful in discriminating an ~rson ~tructure f~om a non-arson structure than 
many other va,ri abl es. The dl~scY'iml nant functl0n recommended for use of the 
Fire Department involves the following variab~es: The tot~l am~unt of all 1 
taies due, the total ,number of no~-ser~ous bUlldlng code vlolatlons, the ~ota 
number of non-serious 'fire code vl01atlons, the total number of Part I.crl~es .. 
committed in a structure, and the insuranc:e score ~or: a str:uctuY'e ... ThlS. dlscrlml-

t function is recommended after CO.mpanng the m1nlmuIi1 mlscl~sslflcat~on . 
;:~babilities or estimated values of these probabilities, an~ ltS r.e.latlVe 
cost efficience (RCE) with other possible discriminant functl0ns. 

We have seen above that the non-serious violations occur more f~equentlY 
than the serious violations fpr the arson sample. r~oreover, nory-serlous 
violations also occur more fr>equently in the arson sample than 1n the match 
sample. Because of these characteristics of.· the samples, the 
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non-serious violations have appeared in the formula for the discriminant 
function. In practice, however, it may happen that a structure has a serious 
building code or fire code violation prior to any non-serious violations. The 
proper use of the discriminant function in such a situation will be to use 
these serious violations in the formula. Since the non-serious violations 
occur more frequently than the serious violations the formula, in general, 
will alert the authorities to possible arson for a structure much in advance 
by considering the nonserious violations rather than the serious violations. 

Using the RCE formula given in this report, comparison has been made of 
the recomnended discriminant function to those reported for Boston and New 
York City. It has been shown that the Newark discriminant function, and the 
associated rules (DFAR), is at least 34% more cost efficient than either 
Boston or New York City DFAR when the ratio of the cost of arson damage to a 
s·tructure to the cost of preventi ng it is 2. Thi s means that for every $100 
cos t (due to wrong deci s ions) incurred by Newa rk ~ Bos ton VJi 1'1 spend $137.80 
and New York City will spend $134.40 for the similar decisions, assuming that 
the structures and all other conditions are identical for all these cities. 

The patterns of arson have been studied using the available data for the 
entire population of 897 structures (which experienced 1123 arson incidences 
during the study period). Since 87% of the structures had only one arson 
during the study period, arson appears to be widespread in Newark. Moreover, 
13% of the structures experienced 30% of the arsons during the same period 
which suggests that there are large proportions of arson incidences that are 
repeated arsons of the same· structure. . 

There were 690 structures that experienced arson during 1980 or on an 
average about 58 new structures were torched every month of 1980. However, a 
slJ9htly lov/er number of structures, viz., 50, were ignited each month of 1981 
up to the end of April 1981. These 690 structures had 834 arson incidences' 
during 1980 out of the total of 1123 arson incidences during the entire study 
period. This works out to about 70 arson incidences per month during 1980 and 
72 arson incidences per month during the first four months of 1981. Thus, it 
appears that the number of arson incidences was not reduced during the year 
1981. . 

The f'requency of occurrence of the arson incidences is about the same for 
each month of the year and also for each day of the week. Similar patterns 
are also observed for repeated arsons of the same structures. However, when we 
group the number of arson incidences by hours, viz., 3-hour, 6-hour, 9-hour, 
or 12-hour periods, the difference between, the number of arsons committed 
during the morning hours and the ~fternoon-evening hours is significant. In: 
fact, there ~re more than tw~ce the number of arsons committed during afternoon
evening hours' than during the morrling hours. This is also true when we consider 
these distributions 'either by month of the year or by days of the \'Jeek. 
Similar patterns were also noted for repeated arsons of the same structures. 

During 1980 one-third of all census tracts experienced 11 or more arsons. 
Furthermore, one out of every eight census tracts had more than twenty arsons 
each. These statistics also reflect the magnitude of structural arsons in 
N~a~. _.' 
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The five fire districts (FDs), each of which is composed of several 
census tracts, differ significantly in the occurrence of arson incidences. It 
may be remarked here that the arson incidences within each fire district are 
a function of the number of existing structures and the population size. The 
FD V has the least mean number of arson incidences per month (3.25) and FD IV 
has the highest number of these incidences (25.25). The mean number of arson 
incidences for FD V differs signif'icantly from those for the remaining four 
fire districts. Similarly, the mean number of arsons incidences (23.25) for 
FD IV also differs significantly from those for FD I, FD II, and FD III. 
However, there is no significant difference between the mean number of arsons 
occuF'ri ng per month in FD ~ .. and FD II I. 

A procedure for utilizing the available resources to combat arson has . 
been given in the report using information about the number of arsons ?CCUrr1ng 
within each fire district during each month of 1980. Moreover, analysls of 
the arson incidences by month for census tracts that had 20 or more arsons is 
presented, indicating how such information can be used to combat arsons. 

Statistical analysis of arson incidences for lunar trends shows that 60% 
of the arsons take place during the lunar phases for the year 1980. However, 
there is practically no differenr;e in the occurrence of arsons per day for the 
period of lunar phases and for the period of non-lunar phases. Thus, the data 
for Newark does not support.tne generally held view that more arsons take 
place during the lunar Period than during the non-lunar period ~10reover, 
although there are mor~rull-moon days in 1980 \'Jith arson incidences than the 
new-moon days wi th S'jch i nci dences, the mean number of arson i nci dences for 
these two days do not differ significantly for the year 1980. 

~Je have noted above that the patterns for repeated arsons of the same 
structl.tFe.s are more or less similar to those for all arsons (i .e., one-time 
and repeated arsons combined) for the variables "month," "day," "hour," and 
"census tracts." He have also analyzed the data for repeated arsons by 
considering subsequent arsons. Analysis of subsequent arsons is done in this 
study in order to determine the probabilities of the occurrence of future 
arsons. -:for this purpose a table has been developed empirically~ to compute 
the probability of a structure experiencing an arson for certain selected time 
periods of a year. Similarly, the limiting (ultimate) prob~bility !o~ the 
occurrence of an arson on any day of the week has been obta1ned emp1rlcally. 
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RECOMf1ENDATIONS 

This report presents a study of structural arsons with respect to their 
predictability and also their patterns of occurrence. It has been shown that 
using the information for a structure about the amount of all taxes due the 
number of non-serious building code violations, the number of non-serio~s 
fire code violations, the number of Part I (Index) crimes committed in the 
structure, and t~e.ins~rqnce information, one can predict with 70% probability 
of cor~ect classlflcatlon, whether or not that structure will have an arson. 
F?r th~s pu~pose we use the discriminant function and the associated rules 
glven 1n th1S report. Although this discriminant function has a slightly 
lower prob~bility of predi~ting ar~on for a structure than those developed by 
~ew York C1ty and Boston, ltS use 1S strongly recommended since the cost 
lncur~ed due to wrong classification, using the recommeded discriminant 
functlon and the asoociated rules, is at least one-third 1~ss than the 
discriminant !unc~i?n and the ~ssociated rules given by eit~er city. The 
recommended dlscnnnnant functlon and the associated rules should be reviewed 
at least once a year to ascertain that the discriminant funci1an is appropriate 
for the then existing conditions and, if necessary, should be bodified 
accordingly. 

It is possible to predict more accurately an arson for a structure by: 

(1) 

( 2) 

Considering, in developing a new discriminant function variables 
not included in the above recemmended discriminant fun2tion, such as 
percent of arsoned structures belonging to the owner ot a 
structure in question; . 

Developing separate discriminant functions for re~idential and 
non-re~idential structures; 

(3) Developing a separate discriminant function fot~ structures that 
are burnt for monetary profits only. 

The methodology to be used for such improvements is similar to that 
described in this report. 

. IPredictions of structural arsons on the lines suggested by Icove and 
Kelth . need to be under~aken. These prediction models should prove useful in 
combatlng arson s~st~rnatlcallY .. Due to.non-availability of computer software 
packages for statlstlcal analysls of thlS type and also because of the limited 
time available for this project, these models could not be developed. 

The use of the discriminant function requires up-to-date information 
regardi~g the v~riables in the formula. We, therefore, recommend developing a 
manual lnformatlOn system, as was done by the Ne\'J Haven (Conn.) Fire Department, or 

1. Ieove, D.J., and Keith, P.E. (1981): Princi les of Incendiar Anal sis: 
The arson pattern recognition system 
infomation management. .. . 
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a limited computerized information system, as was done by the Knoxville 
(Tenn.) Fire Department. After establishing the usefulness of such a 
system for Newark, it should be expanded to include all relevant in
formation for arson as was done by the New Hayen Fire Department, which 
has found this system very helpful in preventing arson and in booking 
the arsonists. 

Although there is a need to coordinate the data collection process and 
to develop a mechanism to collect such data on a regular basis for the 
above information system, there, seems to be no difficulty in collecting 
data from all concerned agencies, except the insurance companies. Since 
insurance information is vital for developing an early warning system to 
prevent arson, it is strongly recommended that legislative measures be 
undertaken to collect such information from all 'insurance companies that 
are not required by the existing laws to provide the requisite informa
tion. 

Since more arsons occur during the afternoon-evening hours of the day 
than during the morning hours, we recommend that the resources for 
preventing structural arsons be distributed proportionately for these 
hours of the day. Simil arly, those census tracts 'with 20 or more arsons, 
that have different patterns of arson incidences by month than their 
respective fire districts, should be given due consideration in allocating 
resources to combat structural arsons. For this purpose it is recommended 
that the objective procedure suggested in this report to identify census 

rtF.,.·.; . tracts that have patterns of arsons different from their respective 
~ districts,should be used. 

(~: 

In this report arsons have been studied in relation to structures only. 
However, the arsonist is an important actor in torching a structure. 
Hence it is vital to know his background and be able to predict whether 
he is going to set fire to some other structures. It is recommended 
that such a prediction instrument be developed. 

Statistics for the year 1980 suggest that the numb~r of motor vehicle 
fires was about one-half of the structural fires. Since some of these 
motor vehicle fires can be for monetary profits, a study of these fire 
is also r-ecommended. 
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" CHAPTE R I 

POPULATION AND THE SAr~PLE.i 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

" One o~ th~ costliest acts of violence except war is 
arson and it is a major and rapidly growing problem through
out the country. For example, in 1974 'there were an estimated 
$1.3 ~illion in property losses, 1,000 deaths (including 45 
firefighters), and 10,000 injuries from arson. This repre
sented an increase of about,27% over the preceding d~~ade 
1964-74. The estima~ed property loss and the increase in 
~umber over the preceding decad~ exceeds those of all seven 
s;erious offenses called Index Crimes. r In Newark, thi s nati onal 
trend iS$o'mewhat replicated. In 1975 therel\were 6,232 fires 
and in 1979 this figure rose to 6,603, an increase of about 
6%.2. Of these fires, about one-fi fth were arsons. The acute 
problem ~f arson in ~ewark becomes evident from the fact that 
while 41% ~f Essex County's population is in Newark but 95% 

,; of all the arsons in the county occur in Newark. Similarly, 
5% of New Jersey State's' population 'lives in NewarK but 45:t 
of all arspns in tne state occur in Newark. 

To combat arson in Newark, the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration (LEAA) provided a grant in 1979 of $200,000 to 
Newark Fi re Department. These funds were 'utilized 'in order to 
increaSe the investigative capabilities of the Newark Arson 

Squad" to train investigators in detect.ing arsons, to improve 
information system capabilities io as to prevent future arsons 
and to increase capabilitjes of arson investigators in arres
ting and convicting"arso~~st~. 

1. 2 THE STUDY 

1. 

2. 

The chief aim of the present study is to develop an instru
ment to predict structures that are arson-prone. The definition 
of arson used here i~ a widely accepted definition viz, arson 
is the willful an~ malicious burning of another's property or 
the burni ng o'f one'~s own property for some improper' purpose"""'" .11;> 

such as defrauding an instiref: l 

The study) per i 0 dis fro m Jan u a r y 1, 1 9 80 t 0 ,~ Apr i1 30, 1"9 81 : 
This -time period was selected after considering the availability 
of as much r~cent data as possible from all concerned Newark 
departments. 

J.J. Boudreau, Q.Y. Kwan, ~LF. Faragher, and G.C. Denault (1977); 
A~~on.and Arson Investigation - Survey and Assessment, NILECJ'0 
Law Enforcemr1otAssistance, U.S. Department of Justice. 

Alan Zalkind (1980): The Atson problem.in Newark. 
Newa-rk Arson Squad News,l etter·, 

c. 1 
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1.3. THE POPULA1ION 

1.3.1. 

The study population included only structures and 
not motor vehicles, or arsons outside any structure. 
These structures may ,be used for dwelling,commercial, or 
industrial purposes. \Although a garage may not be 
physically attached to, a house, it is considered a part 
oft h e h 0 use for the ~!it u dy . S i mil a r 1 y, a d u p 1 e x 0 r a 
structure with multip)e dwelling units divided by a wall 
from the basement to /the roof of the bui 1 di ng, is con
sidered to be composed Qf two or more separete bui"ldings, 
depending upon the number of walls separating ~hem. As 
with biological twins such buildings are most ldeal as 
a sample match for the present study. 

Newark Fire Department;s "Summary of Daily Fires" 
(SDF) files were used to generate the population of 
arsoned structures. As a first step, structures ex
periencing arson for the firs~ time during the ~tudy .. 
period January 1,1980 to Apnl 30,198), were ldentlfled. 
Such structures were identified through the B.I. Signal 

\ 

Cod e s 9 i ve n . f 0 ~ e a chi n c i, den c e ? f fir e s J} n S D F f i 1 e s. \. '-,' 
(For arson lncldence the 'B.I. Slgnal COl~5 used are lotr(~ 
1 02, 0 r i2 0 0 ) . T his pro c e d u reg e n ~ rat e d a pop u 1 at ion 0 f \~, 
buildings, some of which had arson for the first time ' 
during the study period with no arson before this period, 
and the rest that had arsons bQth before and during the 
study period. The next step in the procedure, ther~fore. 
involved identifying structures that had arsons before 
the study periud and deleting those structures from our 
study. This then generated the population of 897,struc
tures that experienced arsons for the first time during 
the study period and none ~efore that period. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE POPULATION 
.1 

Within the population of 897 structures which ex~er
ienced ~rson for the first time during the priod af 
January 1, 1980 to April 30, 1981" 141 or 15".7% of the 
structures experienced two or more arsons during the 
study period. The distribution of 897 structures by 
the number of arsons for these structures, during the 
~tudy period, is given in the fo~lowing table. 

II 

.. l 

() 

I' 
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() 
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TABLE 1.0: Distribution of the population of structures by number of 
arsons experienced during the study period. 

Number Structures Arson Incidences 
of Cumulative Total Cumulative 

Arsons Number Percent Percent Number Percent Percent 

1 756 84.3 84.3 756 67.3 67.3 
2 102 11.4 95.7 ',204 18.2 85.5 
3 19 2.1 97.8 57 5.1 90.6 

4 11 1.2 99.0 44 3.9 94.5 
5 4 0.5 99.5 20 1.8 96.3 
6 2 0.2 99.7 12 1.1 97.4 

7 1 0.1 99.8 7 0.6 98.0 
10 1 0.1 99.9 10 0.8 98.8 
13 1, 0.1 100.0 13 1.2 100.0 I 

Total 897 100.0 - 1,123 100.0 -

We notice from the above table that four out of five structures 
experienced only one arson during the sixteen month study period and one 
out of nine had two arsons during the same period. If we look at the 
distribution of 1,123'arsons, we find that two-thirds of the arsons are 
accounted for by 756 structures that experienced only one arson each. The 
remaining 33% of the arsons are shared by 16% of the structures in the 
population that had two or more arsons each during the study period. 

The population of 897 structures is distributed 'among 85 of the Newark 
City's 98.census tracts. Thus, none of the structures in about 13% of 
the census tracks experienced any arson Quh·n9_,the study period. 
An additional 48% of the census tracts had occu.rrence of 1 to' 9 arsons 
and 10 or more'< arsons occurred in, each of the remainiJ.19 39% of the cen-
sus tracts_ The highest nu~ber of arsons, viz, 38, occurred in census 
tract ~92. .' The following table shows the distribution oT the number 
of census tracts by the number of arsons which occurr~d qurlng the study 
peri od. . 
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TABLE 1.1: Distribution of the number of censu~ tracts by 
number. of ars·on ihci dentes, w'lli-eh occurred duri ng 
the peri ad January 1, 1980 to Apri 1 30, 1981. 

Number Census Tracts Number Census Tracts 
of of 

Arsons Number Cumulative Arsons Number Cumulative 
., 

0 13 13 13 5 73 
1 4 17 14 3 76 
2 2 19 15 1 77 
3 8 27 16 2 79 

" 

4 5 32 17 5 84 
5 8 40 18 1 85 
6 5 45 19 2 87 
7 7 52 21 2 tl9 

8 4 56 22 1 9u 
9 5 61 24 1 91 

10 1 62 25 4 95 
11 3 65 29 1 9b 
12 3 68 33 1 97 

38 98 

TABLE 1.2: Distribution of census tracts, grouped by number of C1;rson 
'incidences. 

Number Census Trac. t Percent 
of to the Cumulative 

Arsons Number Cumulative Total Percent 
\' 

0 13 13 13.3 13.3 
1- 5 27 40 27.6 40.9 
6-10 22 62 . 22.4:: ,> 63.3 

11-15 15 77 15.3 78.6 
16-20 11 88 11.2 89.8 
21-34 10 98 10.2 - 100.0 
-- 98 - 100.0 -

Table 1.2 is derived from Tablp 1.1 and oroups the number of cenSus 
tracts by intervals of five for number of arson ,incidences. \~eCnotice that in 
more than one-fifth of the census tracts the number of arson incidences 

, \lIas more than 15 with almost 10% of the census tracts experiencing more 
than 20 arsons each during the study period. 

l,:· 

I 
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Besides analyzing the information by census tracts it is useful to 
do such analysis by fire Glistricts for Newark. The following table shows 
the composition of~each of the five districts by census tracts. (It 
may be noted that census tr'act nos. 48 and 75 are further subdivided into 
48.01, 48.02 and 75.01 ana 75.02, resulting in the total of 100 census 
tracts J -, 
TABLE 1.3: Composition of fire districts by census tracts. 

Fire Total Number 
District of 
Number Census Tract Number Census Tracts 

I .9, 10,11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 29, 64, 82, 83, 
and 84 23 

II 48.02, 57, 59, 67, 80, 81, and 85 7 

I I I 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90 
91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, and 97 20 

IV 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 
39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48.01, 
49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 58, 60, 61, 

D 62, 63, 65,'and 66 36 

V 68::) 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75.01, 75.02, 
76, 77, 78, 79, and 98 14 

We notice that census tracts are unevenly distributed to the fire 
districts. This is due to the fact that tne census tracts themselves 
are of uneven size. Tb~"",a'~a covered by each fire district, however, 
is not markedly dissiITl;lar a~~above distribution suggests. 

The frequency (distribution of the arsoned structures in the po'pula
tion by fire districts is given in Table 1.4. \~e notice. that there are 
significant differences in the number of arsoned structures in, these 
districts. It should be ;recognized, however, "that the number of, 
structures arsoned in a district is a function of the number of existing 
structures •. , Thus, District IV which is' more crov/ded with structures, is 
lik"ely to have more arsons.than Dtstrict V VJhich has relatively 
fewer structures. 
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TABLE 1.4: 

6 

:j'. 

Distributian af arsaneA structures in the papulatian by 
fire districts. 

,-

Cumulative Fire 
Frequency Percent Percent District 

I 190 21.2 21.2 

II 71 7.9 29.1 

III 210 23.4 52.5 

IV 364 40.6 93.1 

V 62 6.9 100.0 
Tata1 897 100.0 -

I 

" 

- °d the distributian af arsan incidences by manth af 
We naw canS1 er . . .;, J nuary 1 1980 

the year. Since the stud~ p~~~a~i~~ ~fOthe :rsan 1ncidences is prese.nted 
to. April 30, 1981h, the d1~~~~ ~nd 1981 in Table 1.5 below. 
separately far t e years.. " 

'Distributian af arsan incidences in the papu1atian by manth TAB LE 1.5: . d 
far the study, perl a . 

Cumu'\ ative 

Month Frequency Percent Percent 

Year 1980 
40 3.6 3.6 January 
72 6.4 10.0 February 

Harch 82 7.3 17 .3 

April 69 6.1 23.4 
'~~~,,~ 

88 7.8 31.2 May ' .... ~. 

June 77 6.8 38.0 

July 67 6.0 44.0 
I 49.5 62 5.5 August 

66 5.9 55.4 September 
59 ~.2 60.6 Octaber ~ 

67.4 76 6.8 I 
Navember 
December 76 ,,6.8 74.-,2 

1 

Year 1981 
64 5.7 79.9 January 
60 5.4 85.3 February 

I, 

81 1.2 92.5 March I 

April 84 7.5 100.0 
-c. 

100.0 -Teta1 1,123 

C) 

. 1..' 
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The lawest number af arson incidences accurred during the 
manth af January, 1980. Hawever, the manth af January did nat 
have this distinctian far 1981. Of the 834 arsan incidences 
during 1980, about 56.5% taak place during the manths of February, 
March, May, June, Navember and December. Assuming that this is a 
sample fram a super-papulatian (see the discussian in the next 
paragraph) we find that there are significant differences in the 
number af arsans during these manths af 1980 and the remaining' 
manths af 1980 C~2=13.986; 1 d.f.)l 

Far the present study, we will assume that the papulatian af 
{structures defined here, is itself a sample fram a super-papulatian. 

/ This a~sumptien is necessary to apply any statistical test to. the 
(/ data. The purpase of applying a statistical test is to. derive in
( farmatian and canclusions fram the data which ~therwise may nat 
"'\\ be a p par e n t . Sin c e it,. i s cas t 1 y to. co. 11 e c t d a't a, i tis e v ide n t 

that the most ecanamical uSe calls for extracting as much infarma
tian as passible fram the data. One af the ways to. do. this is to. 
make the abave type af assumptian fer the papulatian whenever a 
super~papulatian camprising the papulatian under study exists. 
The super-papulatian dn this case is the accumulatian af all struc-

. tures that experienced arsan far the first time till the end af 
April 30, 1981. Nate that this super-papulatian includes the 
fallowing structures that experienced arsan far the first time be
far th~ study periad and 

(1) 
(11) 
(I II) 
(IV) 

did nat experience any fire ar arsan at all; 
did experience fire but no. arsan; 
did experience an arsan after the study peri ad; ar 
were demalished after the first arsan. 

Ih additian, the super-papulatian includes the papulatien af 897 
structures defined abave. Thu~~ in aur case, *e see that a super
populatian daes exist . 

We naw cansider the "distributien af arsen incidences by manth 
and by haur af the day whjch is given in the fallawing table, 
Table 1.6. At a first glance, it becames evident that the arsan 
incidences are almast evenly distributed by haur. There is almast 
no. carrelatian between the manth and the haur af inciderlc~, 
(r=O.OOl). We, therefare, graup the data by three-haur periads 
as shawn in Table 1.7. 

1 "d.f." means ,degrees af freedam. 
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TABLE 1.6: Distribution of arson incidences in the population by 
hour of the day and by month for the stu dy peri od. 

Month and Year 
Hour Year 1980 Year 1981 Total 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July AuC) Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb r,1ar AJ?.t ,~, 

'. 
\\ 
,\, 

0-11 2 3 a 3 3 3 2 5 2 3 3 5 5 5 7 5 56 
1- 2 1 3 1 3 5 3 1 3 4 a 2 4 3 1 3 4 2 42 
2- 3 1 6 7 6 1 1 3 3 2 1 1 2 6 2 1 2 45 
3- 4 0 2" 5 1 2 7 2 1 2 3 2 5 2 3 0 5 42 

4- 5 0 3 1 1 2 2 4 2 1 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 32 
5- 6 2 0 3 1 2 1 1 0 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 23 
6- 7 0 1 0 1 1 1\, 3 2 0 a 1 0 2 1 1 3 17 

6-0 

,f 

0 1 1 1 1 2 13 7- 8 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 

8- 9 d 1 2 1 1 a 1 1 1 2 0 3 1 1 1 3 19 
9-10 1 a 4 a 3 4 1 2 3 3 2 4 4 2 2 0 35 

10-11 4 3 1 1 a 1 0 0 3 4 3 1 0 0 4 3 28 
11-12 2 1 1 2 4 1 5 1 0 2 2 3 2 2 1 2 .31 

12-13 2 1 2 3 2 3 1 1 3 4 4 1 2 3 2 2 36 
13-14 4 3 ·7 5 4 0 3 2 0 4 6 7 3 5 2 1 56 
14-15 1 4 6 1 7 3 3 1 3 2 6 3 3 1 5 'J 4 53 
15-16 1 2 ,,6 1 5 10 5 4 7 1 3 3 4 2 6 4 64 

16-17 1 6 3 8 8 0 4 2 3 3 3 7 "2 2 6 3'1 61 
17-18 3 1 7 7 7 5 1 1 4 .. 2 4 3 1 4 3 a I 153 
18-19 1 5 5 3 7 4 6 7 5 3 6 4 2 5 8 6 ,'77 
19-20 2 4 5 5 3 4 5 3 6 4 3 3 3 2 4 6,' 62 

20-21 -0 5 2 2 5 8 3 8 1 3 4 4 5 4 5 l; 65 
21-22 . 5 5 5 7 5 6 3 7 4 3 4 4 4 4 7 8 81 
22-23 5 9 4 5 4 4 4 4 8 3 7 3 5' 3 5 10 83 
23-24 1 3 5 2 6 6 3 1 7 2 3 2 2 1 2 3 49 

" 
Total 40 72 82 69 88 77 67 62 66 59 76 76 6l1-: 60 81 84 1,123 

, {7 

~---~---~----------~----------~----- .. ------.. --

TABLE 1.7: Distribution of arson incidences in the population by 
three-hour periods and by month for the study period. 

Month Hours of the Day Total 0-3 3-6 6-9 9-12 12-15 15-18 18-21 21-24 
Year 1980 
January 4 2 1 7 7 5 3 11 40 February 12 5 3 4 .8 9 14 17 72 March 8 9 2 6 15 16 12 14 82 April 12 3 2 3 9 16 10 14 69 
May 9 6 3 7 13 20 15 15 88 June 7 10 1 6 6 15 16 16 77 July 8 7 5 6 7 10 14 10 67 August 12 3 3 3 4 7 18 12 62 
September 4 4 1 6 6 14 12 19 66 October 6 7 3 9 10 6 10 8 59 November 8 5 3 7 16 10 13 14 76 December 10 10 4 8 11 13 " 9 76 

,Year 1981 
January 12 6 4 6 8 7 10 ." 64 February 10 7 3 4 9 8 11 8 60 March 12 I 4 3 7 9 15 17 14 81 Af'Y'i 1 91' 9 8 5 7 7 18 21 ( 84 
Total 143 97 49 94 145 178 204 213 1,123 

9 

.. ~Je·.noti~e from the above table that arson ;activity i's low 
'du'r"lng the nlne hour period '3-12 consistently fhroughout the year 
Mor~over, throughout the year much higher number of arsons takelplace . 
durlng.the hours 12-24 than during the time period 0-12 hours. The 
fol1owlng table shows that for most of the months this increase far ex-
ceeds 50%. It is also evident that for the first four' months of 1981 
the trend somewhat changed with more arsons occurring during the ' 
hours 0-12 than th~ corresponding period for 1980. We will analyze 
this data further in Chapter IV. 



TABLE 1.8: Monthly distribution of arson incidences for 
the 12-hour time periods 0-12 and 12-24. 

Number of Arson Incidences Percent 
Honth Hours Hours Total of Col. ( 3) 

0-12 12~24 to Col. (2) 
1 ? 3 4 5 ,. -

Year 1980 
January 14 26 40 1.85.7 
February 24 48 72 200.0 
t1arch 25 57 82 228.0 
April 20 49 69 245.0 

Hay 25 63 88 252.0 
June 24 53 77 220.8 
July 26 41 6i 157.7 
August 21 41 62 195.2 

September 15 51 66 340.0 
October 25 34 59 136.0 
November 23 53 I 76 230.4 
December 32 44 76 137.5 

Year 1981 , 

~:ranuary 28 3b 64 128.6 
rebrUary 24 36 60 150~p " -1arch 26 55 81 ., 211::-;'5 

,) 

. I IL\pri 1 31 53 84 171 .0 ~ .. ~ 
" 

Total 383 740 1 , 123 -

10 
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Consider now the distribution of arson incidences by 
day of the week for the sixteen month study period as shown 

,in the following table. 

,--:; I) 

! 

I , 

II ,-
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() 

TABLE 1.9: Distribution of arson incidences in the population 
by day of the week. 

~ 

Cumulat1' ... ie 
Day Frequency . Percent Percent 

Sunday 158 14.1 14.1 
Monday 182 16.2 30.3 
Tuesday 155 ~. 13.8 44.1 
~~ednesday 141 12.6 56.7 

Thursday 170 15.1 . 71.8 
Frida.y 163 14.5 86.3 
Saturday 1 154 13.7 100.0 

Total 1,123 100.0 --

11 

It is clear from the above table that the arson incidences ar~ dis
tributed more or less evenly throughout the week with a maximum of 
16% taking place on Hondays. The Chi-Square test also confirlJ}S this 
observation (~= 6.302 on 6 d.f.). Also, we note from this table that 
on an average 16% of the arsons occurred on Hondays and about 13% on Wed
nesdays. For other days of the week th,e percent of arson i nci dences were 
in the range of 13-16%. In the sample population, more arsons occurred 
on Nondays, Thursdays and Fridays in that order than on any other day of 
the ,week. Fp,r;thermore, there 1.s only a margina'l difference in the occur
rence of arso\F'; nci dences between Thursdays and Fri days on the one hand, 
and Saturdays and Sundays on the other. We observe somewhat the same 
pattern when we compare the number of arson i nci dences occurr'~ ng on Hondays 
and Thursdays on the one ha,nd and on Saturdays and Sundays ,on the. other. 
Thus the data do not suggest that more arsons occur on weekends than 
on any other day of the week. 

The 1,123 i nci dences in the samr;l e popu1 ation are, however, not 
di stri buted evenly for ~he. 24 hours jof the day. . As can be seenCfrom 
Table 1.10 below, more lncldences t~ke place durlng the hours 15-23 
about 48.6%) th.an duri ng any other';«t i me peri od. 

(\ 
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TABLE 1.10: Distribution of arson incidences in the population 'by hour 
of the day. 

Hour Frequency 

,0- 1 56 
1- 2 42 
2- 3 45 
3- 4 42 

4- 5 32 
5- 6 23 
6- 7 17 
7- 8 13 

" 8- 9 19 
9-10 35 

hO-l1 28 
h 1.;i'12 31 

trotal -

TABLE 1.11: 

Cumulative Cumulative 
Percent Percent Hour Freguency Percent Percent" 

" 

5.0 5.0 12-13 36 t"J 3.2 37.3 
:.3.7 8.7 13-14 56 5.0 42.3 
4.0 12.7 14-15 53 4.7 47.0 
3.7 16.4 15-16 64 5.7 52.7 

2.9 19.2 16-17 61 5.4 58.1 
2.0 21.3 17-18 53 4.7 62.8 
1.5 22.8 18-19 77 6.9 69.7 
1.2 24.0 19-20 62 5.5 75.2 

" 

1.7 25.7 20-21 65 5.8 81.0 
3.1 28...8 21-22 81 7.2 88.2 
2.5 31.3 22-23 83 7.4 95.6 
2.8 34.l 23-24 49 4.4 100.0 

- - - 1,123 100.0 -

Distribution of arson incidences in the population by 
three~hour.time periods of the day. 

~~ 

Time ((, Cumulative 
Interval FrequencY Percent Percent 

0- 3 \~;;.' " 
143 12.7 12.7 

3- 6 97 ,8.6 21.3 
6- 9 49 4.4 25.7 
9-12, 94 8.4 t 34.1 " 

,. 

12-15 145 12.9 47.0 
15-18 178 15.8 " ~ 62108 
18-21 204 18.2 "' 81.0 
21-24 213 19.0 100.0 

Total 1,123 100.0 I -

\1, 

I 

1'2 

-

( ) 

Hour 

0- 1 
l~ 2 
2- 3 
3- 4 

4- 5 
5- 6 
6- 7 
7- 8 

8- 9 
9-10 

10-11 
( ) 11-12 

12-13 
13-14 
14-15 
15-16 

16-17 
17-18 
18-19 
19-~0 

20-21 
21-22 
22-23 

" 23-'24 
I 

Tota1 

(I' 

~., 

/) ." 
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A look at . Table 1.11 . sho\,/s that the number of arson incidences 
taking place decreases from mi dni ghtti11 9 AM and goes on increasing from 
9 .. AM till the midnight of the next day. r'10reover almost two and 
a-half times arsons~take place in the 9 hour peridd 15-24 hours 
than dur~ng the perlod 3-12 hours. 

TABLE 1.12: Distribution of arson incidences in the population by hour 
of the day and by day of the week for the study period •. 

Oa v of the WeeK 
Sunday Monday Tuesdav Wednesdav Thursday 

I 
Friday Saturda.v Total 

I 

, 

,', 
10 .. 9 8 8 7 5 9 56 
3 8 5 3 5 7 11 42 
2 6 11 5 3 9 9 45 
7 4 6 8 3 8 6 42 

.~. 

6 3 4 3 7 " 6 3 32 
6 1 ' 5 1 3 1 6 ,23 
3 /,:2 4 1 2 2 3 17 
1 //,;/ 2 0 2 5 2 1 13 

'iff? 

6 2 2 2 5 2 0 19 
3 5 6 5 6 7 3 35 
5 4 2 ,3 6 6 2 28 
4 6 7 4 7 0 3 31 

2 10 2 7 8 3 4 36 
6 12 8 5 7 10 8 56 
9 10 6 6 6 13 3 53 
8 8 3 12 11 15 7 

" , '64 

7 " 8 7 5 12 9 l~~/ 13 61 
9 8 10 8 4' 7=-= ib" ~ 7 53 

11 14 10 12 14 6 )i 10 77 
14 ' 6, 10 7 10 8 7 62 

,j) 

4 II 13 11 " 
10 12 8 7 65 

14 13 10 11 12 12 9 81 
10 18 12, , 7 ,,8 11 17 83 
8 10 

" 
6 6 7 6 6 (') 49 
\, 

158 182 155, 141 170 163 . ' 154 i,123 

From the above table, Table 1.12, we notice the afternoon and 
eveni ng hours of r'1ondays, Tues'days, Thursdays and Fri days experi ence 
,more arsons generally th'an the remaining three days of the week. Also, 
~1ondays experience'almost three·times arson during th.e hours'412-24 than 
during the hours 0-12. ' 
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TABLE 1 13 D' t . b . " 14 . : 1S rl ut10n of arson incidences in the populati'on by 
three-hour time period. of the day and by day of the week. 

Time Dav of the Week ~ 

Period Sunday Honday Tuesdav\\ Wednesday Thursdav Friday Saturday Total 

0- 3 15 23 24 , v 16 15 21 29 143 
3- 6 19" 8 15 12 13 15 15 97 
6-.9 10 6 6 5 12 6 4 49 
9-12 '. 12 15 15 12 19 13 8 94 

I', 

. 12,-15 17 32 16 18 21 26 15 145 
15-18 24 24 20 " ~ 25 27 31 27 178 
18-21 29 33 31 29 36 22 34 204 
21-24 32 41 28 24 27 29 32 213 

trotal 158 182 155 141 170 163 154 1,123 

What we ha ve observ~d ~ n Tab 1 e . 1 .11 for the three-hour peri od' about 
the occurrence of atson 1 nC1 dences 1 s a 1 so true for days' of the week. (See 
T~blc.l.~~.) T~at 1S, except for Sunday, the number of arsons, decrease 

from ml dm ght t111 9 AM and then increase from 9 Al-1 ti 11 mi dni ght of the 
next day. Furthermore, there are almost three times more arsons during 
the 6-hour period 6 PN - 12 Midnight than the 6-hour period 6 ~~ - 12 Noon 
as shown in the following table, Table 1.14. " " ' 

TABLE 1.14: Dis~ribution of arson incidences during the 6-hour time 
penods 6-12 and 18-24 and by day of the week • 

Time Day'of the Week 
Period .Sunday r·1ondav Tuesdav Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Tot;ll 

6-12 22 21 
0 

21 17 31 19 J2 143 
18-2'4 '01 74 " 59 53 63 " 51 56 417 

;:: 

Percent'" 272.3 352.4 281.0 311.8 ' 203.2 ., 268.4 466.7 ' '?Q1 Ii 

*Percen~ of arson incidences during 18-24 hou~s as compared to 6-12 hours. 
" 

Al~hough the arso~l'i~cidences increase sharply each day during' , 
~he p,e:, od 6 P~1 - 12 r·l1 dm ght over the 6 AM - 12 Noon peri od such increases " 
are st111 more sharp on Saturdays,MondiilYS and Wed"nesdays, in that order. 

Conside~ pow the 9-hour peri~ds 3-12 and 15-24 hours~ Then~the 
di stri buti on looks as fo 11 ows: ',I 

~ 

( ) 

= 0 

~ 
] 
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TABLE 1.15: Di stri buti on of arson i nci dences fm~ the 9-hour peri ods 
and by day of the week. 

Time Dav of the vleek 
Period Sunday Monday Tuesday vlednesday Thursday Friday Saturda) Total 

3-12 41 29 36 29 44 34 27 240 
15-24 85 98 79 78 90 82 ·'83 595 
Percent 207.3 337.9 219.4 i 269.0 204.5 241.2 307.4 247.9 

*Percent of arson incidences during 15-24 hours as compared to 3-12 hours 

We find that the sharpest increase still occurs on Mondays, Satur
days, and vlednesdays, in that order. Thus, "'Ie conclude that during the 
6-hour or the 9-hour periods considered above, at least twice the nUSder 
of arsons occur during the late hour periods than during the earlier time 
periods of the day. ~10reover, such increases range from two and a-half 
to three and a-hal f times as great fpr r"londays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. 

1.4. SAMPLE 

From the population of 897 structures, a sample of 150 structures 
(16.7%) was selected using a simpl~ random sampling without replace- , 
ment scheme. If any of the 150 addresses initially selected in the 
sample represented vacant lands, as per information collected from the 
Nev/ark City Department of Tax Collection and Assessment, these were 
replaced by the next unsamp1ed member of the population. We will study 
below characteristics of this sample to establish its representativeness 
of the population. As wi1l be discussed later, a sample of slightly 
redu'ced size is used to develop an instrument (i .e., an indeii..?)~ to predict 
future arson. 

1.4.1. -CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE 

The characterd stics of the samp1 e that wi 11 be exam; ned here :-;i n-
cl yde the month, the day, and the. hour of each arson i nci dent and the fi re 
districts in which' the selected structur~s are located. 

As We have seen earlier, there are 1,123 arson incid~rces during 
the study, period for 897 structures in the population or aboutL,25 
arson incidences per structure in the population. In the sample~ a 
slightly higher number of arson incidences, 1.36,"took .p1ace than in 
the population, the total number of arson incidences for the sample 
being 204. 
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The distribution of 150 structures in the samples by the number of 
arsons is given in Table 1.16. Also, shown in the table :is the distri
bution of 204 arson incidences for these 150 saii~pled structures. 

TABLE 1.16: Distribution of the sampled structures by the number 
of arsons experienced during the study period. 

Number Arsoned Structures Arson Incidences 
of Total Cumulative Total Cumulative Arsons Number Percent Percent Number Percent· Percent 

1 120 80.0 80.3 120 58.8 58.8 2 17 11.3 91.3 "34 16.7 r-, 75.5 3 6 4.0 95.3 18 8.e::::::::::;:~~) 84.3 

4 4 2.7 98.0 16 7.8 92.1 5 2 1.3 99.3 10 4.9 97.0 6 1 0.7 100.0 6 3.0 )00.0 

Total 150 100.0 - 204 100.0 -,.' 

"From Tables 1.0 and 1.16 we find, u~;ng the Kolmogrov-Smirnov test, 
that there is no significant difference between the percent of dlrsoned 
structures in the sample and the population. However, the sample and 
the population distribution differ significantly, at the 5% level of 
signifi<:ance, for the.number of arson i~cidences:. T~us,.alt~ouf:r t~ilr 
sample 1 s reDresehtatl~e of t~~ P?pul atl0n f~r tne d1 stn but10n ;'Pf.hl

' 
ar~on~d structures, as above,. Tt 1 S not so for the arson i nci dences.:li 
Th1S 15 to be expected since the variable "number of arson incidences" 
was not used to select the sample. In fact, neither of those va'riables 
was. used to select the sample which makes the representativeness of the 
sampl e ;for the di stri buti on of arsoned structure more encouragi n9. It., 
may be rem~rked here ~hat.gen~rally the representativeness of the sample 
on the basls. of the dlstr~but~on ~f arsgJ:!,ed structure is more pertinent 
~nd sought for than the d~ stn butl on fOYlthe number of arson i nci dences. 

, In'what follows', vie compare the sample distributions with the 
corresponding population distribution~ for the variables. month,day, 
hour, and the five districts of arson incidence. . 
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TABLE 1.17: Distribution of arson incidences in the sample, by month 
for the period. 

Cumulative 
~10nth Frequency Percent Percent_ 

Year 1980 
January 6 . 2.94 2.94 
February 12 " 5.88 8.82 
~1arch ., 20 9.80 18.62 
April 14 6.87 .. 25.49 

May 23 11.27 36.76 
June 13 6.37 43.13 
July 14 6.87 50.00 
August, 11 5 .. 39 55.39 

September 11 5.39 60.7'8 
October 16 7.85 68.63 
November 10 4.90 73.53 
December 13 .. 

6.37 79.90 
" 

Year 1981 
January 12 5.88 85.78 
Februray 3 1.48 87.26 
March 13 6.37 93.62 
April I 13 6.38 100.00 

Total 204 100.00 ; -

These 204 arson incidences are distributed by month as shown in . 
the above table. As in the case of the popu1ation~ we have chosen 
to present for all the sixteen .months of the study perlod ra~her. tha~ a 
twelve month period, to test the hypothesis that the above d1stnbut1on 
for the arson incidences in the sample is not different from t!le corre-

~, sponding distribution for the popUlation. Using the~ K!olmogrov:,Sm)rnoy test,we 
find that the observed value of 0, the Ko1mogrov-Sm1rnov statlst1C. 1S 
D = 0~08d3 and the table (theoretical) value is. D = O:09~2.at the.5% level 
of significance. Thus, we conclude that there 1S no s1gn1f1c~nt d1ffer-
ence between the two distributions. '. 

~/e now consider the distribution of arson incidences in the sample 
by day of the week, and it is as shown in the following table. 
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TABLE 1.18: Distribution of arson incidences in the sample ".by day 
of the week. 

Cumulative 
Day Frequency Percent Percent 

Sunday 24 1"1. 76 11.76 
Monday 29 14.22 25.98 
Tuesday 30 14.71 40.69 
Wednesday 29 14.22 54.90 

Thursday 26 12.75 67.65 
Friday 34 16.67 84.31 
Saturday 32 15.69 100.00 

Total 204 100.00 -
Using the Ko1mogrov-Smirnov test, we find that the observed value 

of the test statistics 0 = 0,.0432 is much less than the table value of 
Dtab1e = 0.0952. Thus, we conclude that there is no significant differ
ence between the population and the sample so far as the distribution" of 
arson incidences by day is concerned. 

Comparing the hourly distribution ,of arson incidences in the sqmp1e ',- .. " 
(shown in the following table) with the corresponding distribution for ,~: '1 
the population, we find once again that there is no significant ~i~~erlrce de 

between the popu1atiof.l and the sample distributions for these char'(lIt:tero,'llist,iCS.1 
(Here " D = 0.0603.) , ,I I., I' 

II •. 
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TABLE 1.19: Distribution of arson incidences in the sample by 
hour of the day. 

Hour Frequency Percent Cumuiative Hour frequency Percent 
" Percent 

0-1 9 4.41 4.41 12-13 7 1-2 7 3.43 7.84 
3.43 

2-3 11 5.39 
13-14 . 6 2.94 

13.24 14-15 13 6.37 3-4 5 2.45 15.67 4-5 4 15-16 14 6.86 1.96 17.65 16-17 5-6 2 10 4.90 0.98 18.63 17-18 10 6-7 3 1.47 20,.10 4.90 
7-8 (: 5 2.45 

18-19 16 7.84 
8-9 0 

22.55 19-20 13 6.37 0.0 22.55 20-21 10 4.90 9-10 7 3.43 25.98 10-11 4 21-22 13 6.37 
11-12 

1.96 , 27.94 22-23 16 7.84 4 1.96 29.90 ~ .... --.. 23-24 15 7.35 
i ,:f 1 r ,old a - - 204 - - 100.00 
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Cumulative 
Percent 

1\ 

33.33 
36.27 
42.65 
49.51 
54.41 
59.31 
67.16 
73.53 
78.43 
84.80 
92.65 

100.00 
,II 

-
f' ;!nal~~,we.consider the distribution of arson incidences by the 
lve lre lstrl~.ts (FD) and it is as shown in Table 1.20:. In the sample 

TABLE 1.20: Distribution of arson incidenc . .',.es in the s,' ample by 
fire districts. 

Fire Number Cumulative Districts of Arsons Percent Percent 
, 

I 43 21.08 21.08 II ! 

30 " 14.70 35.78 III 42 20.59 56.37 IV ,:'i 7.8 t 38.24 94.61 
V 11 .' 5.39 , 100.00 

,-

Total 204 100.00 --.' 

I 
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"the. largest number ot arson incidences are for FD IV and the least 
number of these incidences tor ~D V. Visual comparison ot the dis
tribution bt arson incidences in the sample and the population (see 
Table 1.4), shm'ls that these distributipn are quite similar. Ihe 
Kilomgrove-Smirnov test also conf1rms this. 

Ihus, we have shown that tne d1stribution ot the sample does 
not differ sigmficantly, in the statistical sense, for the variables, 
··number of arsons , "number of arson inci'dences by monthl1" "number of 
arson i nci dences by day", \\ number of" arson i nci dences by hour);, and 

'\the' number of arson incidences by fire districts". Hence th"~ 
selected sample is representative of the population for these variables. 

1 .0 f4A I CH ~Ar~i'LE 

In many sociological studies such as the present one, 1t is 
ditficult to generate a control group in the strict sense. What 
a researcher usually accomplishes is to identify a group of subjects 
(in our case structures) with characteristics that resemble, indi
vidually or collectively, some known characteristics of those ih the 
experimental group and presumable differ with the experimental group 
on variables under study. Since these units are purposely selected 
to match the units in the experimental group, we prefer here to 
label this group as a matched sample rather than a control group to 
emphasize that the matched group does not meet the strict conditions 
required for a control group in a laboratory condition. 

For each arsoned structure in the sample a possible match was 
developed using the following building characteristics: its assessed 
value, building use, vicinity of the structure to be matched to the 
one that is in the arson sa~ple,'and corner location or not. This 
information is available from the Essex County Real Estate Directory 
for 1980-81. Each possible match obtained from the directory wa~" 
later verified through site visits. Such visits helped to deterr5ne 
more accurately, both for arson and match structures, 1 ocati on O'~i'" \, 
the structure, purpose for which" the structure \'Ias actually used, ' 
building material used, and structure's size and shape. With this 
additional and accurate information, a match for an arson sample 
structure was ac'tepted, provi ded it had no previ ous arson hi story. 
The ··previous period·· for a match is the same as that for the corres ... 
ponding arsoned structure and includes all the period before the 
occurrence of the fi rst arson. " 

In a few cases the assessed value was ignored for matching pur
poses because these values, as given in the Essex County Real Estate 
Directory differed significantly for both the structures even though 
they ItJere similar in all other respects. Hesides this, 'the structure 
use mentioned in the Essex County Real Estate Directory for 1980-81 
also differed considerably from the actual use of the structure. 
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Information for 15U arson cases shows that in 69 cases (about 46%), 
the information given in the directory did not reflect the reality. 
The following table gives a breakdown of 150 arson sample buildings 
by their actual use and as given in the directory. 

TABLE 1.2l~ Actual building use and the u~e as given in 
Essex County Real Estate Directory for 1980-81 
for s~mpl ed arson structures. 

-- - - ------,----- - - ----- ---~ --------

Actual Buil di ng use as In Real Estate Di rectory 1980-81 
Building 

Use General* Family Apt. £ Commerci al Industrial Blank Vacant 
Res.@ Res.@ 

General"A" - - - - - -
family Res.@ - 2t> 2 6 -
Apt. Kes.@ - 35 25 t> -
commercial - 1 ~ 9 -
Industri al - 1 - 1 4 
Blank - - - - -

Total - I 63 27 22 4 ., 

* General use is educational, or public assembly building 
@ Res. means residential. 

-
3 

15 
4 
3 
-

32 

In' one-fifth of the cases there was no information about the 
" building use in the Real Estate Directory. This is largely because 

these represented properties that are tax exempt. at the remaining 

-
-_. 

-
1 
1 

2 

I 118 build1ngs, information for only 64 cases 1S accurate. Thus ig
noring the blanks, building use information for about-46% of the 
cases is inaccurate. He must be careful, therefore 1n accepting the 
information about the .building use from the directory. ~ecause of 

" thi's, a match was obtai ned for each arson bui I di ng through site 
-\/'fSi'ts. The procedure ot matching described earlier resulted in the 
deletion of ~3 arson structures for want of a suitable match for 
them. A proper match could not be found tor these buildings either 
because of the peculiar shape and/or use of the building; or no 
other non-arsoned#building was avallable tor a match 1n its neighbor
hpod. 
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Total 
- ~, 

3 
41 
81 
14 
10 
1 

150 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER II 

DATA COLLECTION 

The data for the study have been collected from some of the Newark 
City departments. These departments are: the Fire Department, the Code 
Enforcement Department, the Electrical Department, the Water Department, 
Department of Tax Collection and Assessment and the Police Department. 
Also data have been collected from .the New Jersey Insurance Unden'lriters' 
Association (NJIUA). In what follows we discuss the procedures used to 
collect information from each one of these agencies except the Electrical 
Department, which is part of the Code Enforcement Department. 

To collect data from these sources it was necessary to determine the time 
period, called previous time period, for which data should ~e col~ected. 
The previous time period is defined here as the length of tlme WhlCh has 
as its most recent point in time the date of first arson (for an arson 
case and its match) and which has as its earliest point in time a date 
prior to the date of first arson. In order to develop~ di~criminant 
function, information just sufficient to develop the functlon was collected 
from each department. This r~quired defining different previous time 
periods for collecting information from various departments. 

2.2 FIRE DEPARTMENT 

Information about th~~total number of fires before the date of first 
arson (and the same date for respective mC\tched case), ?nd the tptal 
number of fire code viQlations was collected from the Flre Department. 
The period since the beginning of 1978 till the date of first arson was 
defined as the previous time period for collecting information about the 
number of previous fires. 

", i 

For each structure experiencing a fire, date and time of each fire 
incidence B.1. Signal, name of the inspector, and structure use and size. 
is given ~n a c~rd, called a "White Card". This information is ?vailable 

''tffi white card for each structure since November 1977. However, Slnce 
information about fires due to unattended cooking incinerators, compactors 
and short-circuits is not available on \,/hite cards, it was collected frpm 
the Daily Surrunarw of Fire for previous time perioas bet\'1een January 1, ~.-
1978 and April 30, 1981. 

The information regarding fire code violations was obtained from 
registers maintained separatelyby the Fire Departmen~ for this pur~ose. 
One of these registers is only for smoke detectors Whl!e th~ other lnclud~s 
all types of fire code violations. Inform?tion :egardl~g flre code . 
violations has been collected for the prevlous tlme perlod between January 
1; 1979 and Apri 1 30, 1981. Along \,/ith the i nformati on for fi re co~e 
violations information about building code, health code and electrlcal 
code violations, if any, was also collected. To avoid counting 
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the same violation more than once, the pro~~dure adopted was as follows: 
When notices of such viblations from the Ff~e Department appeared in the 
files of other departments, then these violations were excluded from 
considerations. This procedure of counting each violation once and only 
once was adopted uniformly for all departments.' 

The informati.on from the Daily Summary of Fires is transcribed on 
"White Cards" each day, so that information about the number of 
previous fires appears to be complete. However, no check has been 
made of this since it involves going through the Daily Summary of 
Fires for the previous time period between January 1, 1978 - April 30, 1981, 
a task which is both time consuming and costly. Furthermore, an index 
of predictions developed with the available data will be more conserv-
ative than one obtained using the most accurate information about the 
total number of fires,because this number will invariably be greater 
than the one. actually used. 

The information about fire code violations is maintained by the 
Fire Department in a -reqister that is in alphabetical order by street 
addresses. A similar register is also maintained by the Fire Department 
for smoke detector violations.' Both these registers appear to be com
plete and accurate since'these violations are registered only after the 
inspection of a structure is made. 

2.3 •. CODE ENFuRCEM:NT DEPARTMENT 

This department maintains information about building code vi01ations, 
health code "violations and electrical code violations, through notlces 
issued to the owners 0* the structures. While all building ~ode and 
health code violations are registered by this department, most electrical 
code violations and fire code violations observed during inspection 
are also recorded. For some of the properties included in the study 
electrical code violations have been notified to the Electrical 
Department. However, there appears to be no consistent procedure used 
by the Code Enforcement Department in this regard. Similar observations 
were made about notifying fire code violations to the Fire Department. 
Since only few cases have been observed where electrical or fire code 

"v..i.olations were reported to the respective department, multiple counting 
of these violations posed no serious problems. Thus, from the Code 
Enforcement Department information about building code violations, 
health c6de violations, electrical code viblations, and fire code violations 
was collected. Since information from the Fire Department was collected 
before collect"jng information from the Code Enforcement Department~ 
those violations for which notices were issued to the Fire Department 
by the Code Enforcement Department were excluded fr9m consideration: 
This information pertained to both abated and unabated violations. 

In the Code Enforcement Department files are kept in alphabetical 
order by address of each structure that has any of the above type of 
violations. In many cases the history of violations goes back to 1974 , 
and all these violations were considered because the informatio~, could be 
collected without much additional cost. Roughly about half of the structures 
studied (both arsoned and matched) had no record of any kind of violations. 
A careful search of the files showed that this was indeed the case. The 
fileS appear/to be remarkably well kept and up-to-date. ') 
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As stated above, information for both abated and unabated violations 
was collected. A more detailed information about these violations was 
obtained by considering separately serious and non-serious violations. 
In collecting information separately for serious and non-serious viola
tions, 'it is assumed that structures experiencing arson are likely to 
have, statistically speaking, a significantly large number of serious 
violations than those structures that did not experience arson. We will 
test this assumption later in Chapter III. 

Since a mUltitude and varied types of serious and non-serious viola
tions can occur in practice, it is impossible to prepare a list of such 
violations. In what follows, we discuss in some detail a procedure used 
to determine a serious violation. To describe the procedur~we have 
selected ;1 few violations reported in Code Enforcement files, wf.utch are 
given in'Table 2.1 below. 

In example (1), the violation of a broken window is cod~d serious 
as a building code violation and also as a health code violation. This 
is because the violation took place in the winter season. On the other hand, 
when the violation occurs in summe~ as in example (23), the building code 
violation is treated as non-serious. 

Although providing a painted apartment is essent~a1, it can~ot be 
treated by itself as a serious violation. Howev~r, S1nce old palryt on 
the walls is often a hazard to the health, especla11y to small chl1dren, 
it has been treated as a serious health code violation in example (2). 

In example (3), since the lights have been provided for the apart
ment, and since the nature of the defect is not s~ated as in example (8), 
it is treated as a non-serious building code violation. A similar 
justificatton ca~ be made about treating the violation in example (9) 
as non-serious. 

Thus, to treat a violation as serious or non-serious, we examin~lthe 
nature of the violation. Moreover, where violation of a health code j , 
is involved, the season of the year should also be taken into accoun~ 
to classify the violation in question as serious or non-serious. Onc~ 
all such violations are properly classifi~d for a structu~e the~ we ~dd 
them to arrive at· the total number of senous and non-c:.prlnIlS vl01atlons 
for the structure. It is possible to classify, with the help of the Code 
Enforcement Department, some of the corr.monly occurri.ng violations as " 
serious violations or non-serious violations so as to increase uniform 
classification of these violations. ' 

'\;-. 

\t 

TABLE 2.1: 

~cription of Violation 

1. Reinforce all \."indows in 
the apartment to prevent 
air from coming in: 

2. Scrape and paint entire 
apartment sidewalls and 
ceilings. 

,~ 

3. Repair defective light 
in front bedroom. . 

4. Cover exposed wires on 
sidewalls in rear bed-
room. 

er ~emove all trash, \ rubbish, and refuse in 
rear of the dwelling. 

6. Gutters: repair on 
right and rear side of 
the dltJe 11 i ng • 

7. Repair or replace defec-
tive sidewalls and ceil-
ing back-·p~ch 1st 
thrtiughout 3rd floors, 
also scrape and paint. 

8. Provide proper covering 
for lights in ceiling 
to protect electricaT 
fixtures. 

9. First bedroom: repair 
defective switch for the 
ceiling light. 

( ) 
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1. 

Examples of violations treated as serious or non-serious 
for each type of·cods violations. 

I, 
; 

T~Qe of code violations 
Buildinq Code Health Code I Fire Code Electrical Code I Non- Non- Non- Non-

Serious Serious Serious Serious Serious /serious Serious Serious 

X X 

i 
X X 

--.J 

I 
.-

X X X 

X X X 

X X X 

X X 

, 
X X 

X 
0 

X X 

X X X 

" 

,', 

, 

,~ 

(continued) 
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TABLE 2.1'(cont ld.):. Examples of viOlations treated as serious or non-se,rious 
for each type "Of cod e vi 0 1 at ion. !, 

" 
Type of ~oae vlolatlon 

Building Code Health Code Fire Code Electrical Code 
,;, Non- Non- Non- Non-

Description of Violation , Serious Serious Seri ous Serious Serious Serious Serious Seriou,s 
" 

10. Bathroom: repair de- X X d 
~"'\' " 

feetive ceil ing, scrape 
and paint. 

11- Repair defective door X 
,': 

knobs to front entrance 
door. 

1'2. Repair defective frame X 
to secure door for side I) 

entrance. 

13. Repair or replace defec- X X X 
\! tive heater. 

,-' 
u , (, Repair def~,ctive toil et X X 

flush box to prevent 

;t' 1~ 
:Jf \ 

water from leaking. ;; 

15. Exterminate entire X ,,' X 
building to prevent :J 
infestation. 

" .... 

16. Remove all trash, X X 1: X 
r~bbish and refuse 1-': -, " 

from basement. " 

" 
1_', 

U. Repair defective stair- X X 
l 
0 

case leading to basement. ' 

18. Provide a proper light X X \ X 
in ceil ing for i 11 umina- , 
ticn. IJ 

I, 

19. 
" 

\\ Paint exterior wood and X 
wood trim of building. " , 

" 

~O. Remove automobiles from j( 

rear y~rd. " 
,-

" " ( 
!;}. " ' 

(continued) 

" 

----,-----
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TABLE 2.1 (contld.): Examples of violations treated as serious or non-serious 

for each type of code violation .. J 

,-
Type"Df code Violation 

Building Code Health Code Fire Code Electrical Code 
\, 

i I Non- '. Non- Non- Non-
DescriEtion of Violation Serious Serious Serious Serious Serious Serious Serious Serious 

',; 

21- Provide cover for garbage X X 
IT containers. 

22. Remove obstruction from 
bathtub ~rain and stagnant 

X X 

water from it. 
-

23. Replac~ glass of broken X X 
windowl 

, 
" 

24. Provide water to wash X X 
basin ,.' . 

25. ~rovide clean and sani-
,; 

X X 
, .", tary mattress for rented 
i ,) apartment. ., 

26. Proyi de fi re f=x:t}.'iigui shers X X 
for all floors. 

(; 

0 

27. Provide ~lTlIminated exit X X ", 
si gns for all floors. . 

" 
28. Post rooming house X 

lieense. 
" 

29. Supply window screens for X X 
entire apartment. (;: I , .. 

30 •. Relocate electrical wall X X 
switch •. " t 

.', 

I 
,"-

" " . 
31- Repair or replace door X I 

bells for each apartment. II 

" 
(I \"; 

32. Repair or replace mailbo~es X 
for each tenant. . " " 

',' (, (, 

., 0', 

'" 

" 

(continued) 
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TABLE 2.1 (cont'dJ: Examples of violations treated as serious or non-serious 
for each type of code viol ati on. 

" Type of code vlolatlOI1 

28 

BuildinQ Code Health Code Fire Code Electrical 

" 
Non- Non- Non-

Code 
Non-

Description of Violation Serious Serious Serious Serious Serious Serious Serious Serious 
. 

" 

33. Repair pr replaceceil~ 
i ng of 'apartment wi th 

X X 

one hour fire retarding --
material. 

. 
Ii 

,~ / 

34. Repair defective sink X X 
" 

in the bathroom and 
,I 

provide runnin~l hot 
'water., . 

35. Repair window sashes X 
for free movement of " 

" " window. 

(~-

37. 

" 

( 

, .. 

Add an additional X 
el ectrical outlet in 
kitchen. ", 

I -
Provide window cords X 

" 

to kitChen window. I 

! 
---

" 

,j 

2.4.'~/ WATER DEPARTMENT 

The data collection pr:ocedu~~ at the\Olc;ter Department is not< so 
straight for\'/ard as in the above mimeddepartments. Here the street 
addresses a're used to get the account numbers and the book numbers 
which contains information" for that account. There are in all 13 such ' 
books, called, Trial Balanc~ Books for each year. Once the desired account 
numb~\\and the book in whi ch thi s account number ap~ears is known ~ :then 
in the11ext step we look for that account;'n the Tnal Balance Boo,~ 

"bearing that number. Often we need the Trial Balance Book for the year " , 
in question as well as a liimilar book f()r- the preceging year to dete'rmine the 
amount of tax due. Subtracting the amount Of the bills paid during the 
peri od in questi on from the total amount ct!Je for thaOt peri ad ~ \'/e. cal1 

. easily determine the amount of tax due. ,Jiy the taxinformatlon'ls need~d 
for any i ntermed i ate peri od other than thi!l,'f; gi ven in the books. onp. can 
estimate the amount of tax due for that p'liip~~od on the proirated boas-is. 
It hg.s be,en observed that the bi 11 i n9' dati' I for all aCCOl,lnts are n'ot the same, 
nor is the perjodicity of such ~ates 't.,:lform even for the same ac,coun~. 
Thi s, therefore, requi res s tudYl ng each ~~~~ount separately to comput~ the 
des i red tax amount ./i' , 

/" 
" 

:( 
, . 

\ 
,~ 

( ') 
" 

., "" .,(~ 

;;'. 
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2.5. DEPARTMENT OF TAX COLLECTION AND ASSESSMENT 

Information about the amount of taxes due has been collected from 
the Department 'of Tax Collection and Assessment. 'This information is 

'," readily available on microfiche and can be retrieved for any 'structure 
in' Newark with correct information about its clock and lot numbers. The 
property tax for a structure becomes due on January 1 of each year and a 
taxpayer is expected to make payment every quarter. Tax bills are sent 
twice a year, once in January and the next one in July. If the taxes are 
not paid within the ten days after the dispatch of the tax bills, the 
taxes become legally due. So, if the taxes are not paid witllin this ten 
day period, th,~y are shown as balances due. Thus, to determine the 
current amount of tax due for a structure we add the tax amounts due for 
all the previot~s years and the ''current year. This procedure, however, 

2.6. 

'I 

o 

is not compl iCc~ted as in the Water Department. , 
" 

It should be remembered that certain individuals !iarid businesses 
pay their water as well as tax bills regularly .. Howe\J:er, they may be 
somewhat late ;,n their payments every time'. For such kases, the balance 
due, if any, is the amount due after the payment of sutch bi 11 S. 

POLlGE DEPARTMENT 

I' 

Ii 
II 
I, 
I' ,I 
II 

From tile' Newark p,olice Department, in,formation regarding criminal 
activities taking place at the selected structures ha~ been collected. 
This.information was colle~ted from the 'beginning of 1977 till the time 
of flrst arson for each st~ucture. In the Police Depa.rtment, the 
information is kept on cards and filed by addresses of the location for 
each year. When a criminal activity takes place at a ~ocation, and if 
the police are called, then a report is filed for that incident. Inform-

'ation regarding address, date and time of incident and each offense 
classificati.q'n is then transposed from t,his report to a card \'/hich, ,as 
stated befo~l:l,iS .filed 'by location for eacp ,year~For t, he present study, 
data regarding total number of index (Part I) offenses and non-index . 
(Part II) offenses is collected for each location. (However, information 
regarding polfce services for ,elderly, sick persons and similar community 
services, which is collected by the Newark Police 'Depaj~tment: is ignQred 
for the present study since it.,does not seem to have:)ai)y direct bearing 
on activities leading to" arson -for that structure). Th~~ information is 

, up-to-date and very well kept~ Hence the desi red info~~mati on coul d be 
easily collected. 

, 'i 
!,i 

I' 

I " 
'0 ';!u 

II 

11\ 
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2.7. NEW JERSEY INSURANCE UNDERWRITERS I ASSOCIATION 

Information regarding insuran6~ for a structure was collected from 
the New Jersey Insurance ~nderwriters' Association (NJIUA). The Associa
tion, through its,! application form for insurance, collects considerable 
information from theapp,licants. This infoqnation is available by location. 
However, since NJIUA provides insurance for~bnly those structures that are 
li~$ually denied insurance in the open market, the information is not avail
ab'l.e for all arson and match samples. Because of the confidentiality olF 
the inforlT)ation, no information was collected for those addresses for which 
information was not aVCiilab1e frOm NJIUA. ,( 

i'. 

For those structures for which information ~!as (available, information 
regarding the amount of insurance for each year since 1976 till the date 
of first arson for an arsoned structure, and th~ corresponding date for the 
matched structure, was collected. Also, information about the names and 
addresses of all (past and present) owners, and the amount of loss was. 
collected. The records are \'Jell kept and there is no difficulty in collect
ing such information. 

'.,': 

) 

I '" 
\ 

CHAPTER III 

ARSON AND MATCH SAMPLES 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

;:; (I 

In Chapter I, we have shown how the, arson sample of 150 structures 
"was s~lected from the population and we also established that the arson 

sample is representative of the population under study for the five 
variables stated earlier. Of these 150 sampled structures. a corres~ 
ponding match could be developed for:,o.nly 127 cases due to th.e peculiarity 
of the sampled structure, sl',ch as size and shape, or due to the non
availability of similar structures in its neighborhood. Out of these 
127 cases", 25 cases had to be deleted fbf discriminant analysis for the 
reasons indicated below in Table 3.1. . 

TABLE 3.1 Reasons for deleting 25 cases from arson sample. 

Number . 
" of Cases 

Reasons for Deleting Deleted 
, 

1. Too much taxes due for arson cases. 1 

2. No fires, no violations, and no taxes 
for arson and/or match cases. 12 

3. Too many violations for match sample. '8 

4. co Too many fires for arson sample. 2 

5. No violations and no taxes. 2 

Total 25 

. The reasons mentioned in the above table, except the·last one, 
represent the extreme cases which often distort the true picture 
of the population. ,It is, therefore~ advisable to eliminate such 

~ cases from statistical analysis to avoid wrong conclusions about the 
population or tooavoid developing an e~roneous prediction ~odel. The 
two cases that had no violations and no taxes (reason No. 5 in the 
a.bove table ).were del e-b"'cd on the basis of the pattern for other 
cas,:s in the sp,ifp1e. This j,udg,:meryt was partly subjective. However, 

,as 1~. turned qut, the best predlctl0n formula developed later in 
this chapter d[jd not includ~ the variable "number of pervious fires" 
so that the deletion seems to be justified. 
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3.2. ANALYSES OF DATA FOR ARSON AND MATCH SAMPLES 

In,this section we will analyze data collected from various depart
ments for arson and match samples. The chief aim of this analysis is to 
determine if there e){i st any disparities between the arson and match, 
samples in their characteristics considered here and., if so, for which 
characteristics. Such analysis will help us to gauge the accuracy of 
the discriminant function to be develo~ed later in this chapter. 

For the mos.t part, the analyses employs simple statistical test such as the 
Kolmogrov-SmirrlOv test and;i.2 test (Chi-Square test). In many instances 
the former test is preferred to the latter test because it is more powerful. 

3.2.1. ANALYSES OF FIRE AND TAX DATA 

. If we look at the frequency distributions of the "total number of pre-
vious fires" for the arson and match samples, given in the table below, we 
find that these distributions appear to be significantly different. How~ver, 
when we apply the Kolomogrov-Smlrnov test (bJO-~ailed) to these .frequenCfes 
we. fi nd that there is no sign; fi cant di fference between these frequenci es. 

TABLE 3.2: Frequency distribution for the total number of previous 
fires for arson and match samples. 

Number of 
Previous Arson Sample Match SampJe 
Fires Number Percent Number Percent 

0 83 81.4 98 96.1 
1 13 12.8 3 2.9 
2 4 3.9 1 1.0 
3 2 1.9 0 0 

Total 
. 

102 100.0: 102 100.0 

The frequency' distribution of all taxes due, for arson and match 
samples, is as follo\'/s. Here "<:1.1'1 taxes' means water and property taxes 
combined together. 

1 See S. Siegel (1956): Non-parametric statistics for the Behavioral 
Science!i., ~1cGraw-Hi 11 Book Co., Inc., New York pp. 51 and 136 

( ) 

( ') 

TABLE 3.3: Frequency distribution of ali taxes due for arson and 
match samples. 

All Arson Samrle Match Sample 

33 

Taxes Due ~J Cumulative Cumulative 
(in $) Frequency Percent Percent .' frequency Percent Percent 

0-:1000 68 66.67 66.67 91 89.22 89.22 
1001-2000 24 23.53 90.20 9 8.82 98.04 
2001-3000 3 2.94 93.14 1 0.98 99.02 
3001-4000 2 1.96 95.10 1 0.98 100.00 

4001-5000 2 1.96 97.06 0 0.00 100.00 
5001-6000 1 0.98 98.04 0 0.00 100.00 

. 6001";]000 2 1.96 100.00 0 0.00 100.00 
~ 

Total 102 100.00 - 102 100.00 -

When we test the hypothesis of no Significant difference in the 
above distributions using the Kolmogroy~Smirnoy test~ we do not accept this 
hypothesis for the above data, at ~the 5% level of confidence. Thus, the 
distribution of all taxes for the arson sample differs significantly 
from that for the match sample. The mean amount of taxes due (which is 
$992.l8) for q.rson cases is about three times the amount due (which is 
$371.18) for match cases. Using ~he t-"'cest for these samplesl we find 

t = 4.319 (101 d:f), which is highly significant even at 
1% level of confidence. 

3:2.2. ANALYSES OF DATA FOR CODE VIOLATIONS 

As stated in the previous chapter, information regarding code viola
tions is collected separately for serious and non-serious violations for 
each type of'code violation Vriz, building code, health code, electrical 
code, and, fire code violations. We will examine the disparities, if any,' 
between arson and match samples for each code violation. However, to 
facilitate quick visual inspection of the data, details about the sample 
distributions.~i~; percentages and c~mulative percentages for each.distri
butions are not given. Since there are only 102 cases (N = 102), lt may 
be noted that the percentages are very close to the figures given in the 
body of the tables. 

t Snedecor G. W., and Cochman ~. G., .Statistical Methods, 1967, 6th edition. 
The Iowa State University Press, Ames, Iowa; pps. 92 - 94. 
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TABLE 3.4: Distribution of eac~ type of non-serious violation for 
arson and match samp.1 e. 

\, 

" 
", \J 

T\,pe of Violation -
Number of Building Code Health Code Electrical Code Fire Code 

Violations Arson Match Arson Match Arson ~'atch Arson Match 

0 " 52 77 59 79 87 95 85 95 
1 11, 5 8 6 d) 6 4 10 4 
2 4 3 2 5 4 3 3 3 
3 4 1 4 3 2 3 

,. 

4 0 2 2 1 1 1 
5 1 2 2 2 1 
6 '0 2 3 1 0 
7 2 1 0 1 1 1 

8 2 0 2 0 
9 1 2 0 1 

10 0 
" 

0 1 0 
11 0 1 2 0 

12 3 0 0 1 
13 0 0 1 0 .1) 

14 0 1 2 0 
15 2 0 ,3 0 . 

1 
. 16 1 1 ", 1 

17 1 0 0 0 . 
18 0, 0 0 0 " 

., 
, 

r, 
1,1 19 3 0 1 0 

20 1 1 0" 0 . 
21 0 0 2 ", 0 
22 0 0 0 0 " " 

23 1 1 0 " 0 c . 
;-:: 

24 1 0 (J 0 1 
25 1 0 1 0 

26 or r.'jore 11 2 5 0 
N* IU)~ IU2 IJJ.£ IUZ 102 IUZ IU2. 102 

(, 

I;' I' 
" Total 758 222 486 113 36 10 29 10 

" 

*N=Total number of cases. 
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A glance at Table 3.4 shows that there are almost three times more 

violations of each type for arson sample than for the match sample. The 
actual ratios are as shown in Table 3.5 given below: 

TABLE 3.5: Ratio of each type of non-serious violations in the arson 
sample to the match sample. 

Type of Building Health Electrical Fire All Violation Code Code Code Code 
Ratio 3.41 4.30 3.60 2.9Q 3.69 

The individual ratios are consistently higher for the 
arson sample than for the match, but since they are riot too large, 
the total number of2violations of each typ~ shows no significant 
difference. Here~ ~ 3.628 on 3 d.f (degtees of freedom) which is 
1 :ss . t~an the tab l'e ~ theoreti ca 1) value of jl 2 ~ 7.82 at the 5~:; 1 eve 1 of 
slgmflcance. App1Ylng th'e ~~ann-~Jhitney U:-test to the data in Table 3.4 
for totals of each type of vlolatl0n, we flnd that U·: 4 and the associated 
probability is 0.171 which is far greater than the 5% level of 
significance. This confirms the conclusion reached using the t - test 
viz, that there is no significant difference between the arson and match 
samples in the total number ,of violations of each type. 

The~~test of the hypothesis regarding the distributions,of various types 
of vio1ati~ns for the arson and match samples indicate that these distri
b~tions a1~ significantly different, statistically speaking, only for' 
the buildfing code and health code violations. To some extent this is 
apparent frqm the fact that there are a larger number of cases in 
the match~~ample with no buildihq code and health code violations th~n 
the arscfn sample. The Hann-~lhitney U-test " 
a test more powerful than the KOlmogrov-Smirnov test, also confirmed 
that there are no significant differences in the distribution for arson 
and match samples for electrical code violations and fire code violations. 

We now consider the distributions for serious violations given in 
Table 3.6 below. 

o 

'. )1 

" .1"See S. Siegel, (1956) op, cit., pp. 120 - 125 
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TABLE 3.6: Distribution of each type of serious violations for the 
arson and match samples. 

Tvnp nf Vinl Itinn 
Num-ber of Buildinq Code Health Code Electrical Code Fil'e Code 0 

Violations Arson Match Arson Match Arson f:1atch Arson ~1atch 

0 57 61 57 67 79 86 63 66 
1 11 11 11 10 11 8 13 15 
2 10 8 7 10 3 2 8 , 5 
3 7 6 5 3 3 3 4 9 
4 0 4 4 3 4 2 6 3 

I 

5 4 2 4 2 '0 1 1 2 
6 0 1 3 1 ,1 3 1 
7 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 
8 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 
9 1 1 3 0 0 1 0 

I;' 

10 1 ) 0 2 1 ~ 1 
11 2 0 0 t) -0 0 
12 1 2 1 1 1 
13 0 0 0 1 0 
14 O. ,0 0 0 1 " 

15 3 0 1 0 " c 

16 0 1 2 0 , 

-' 17 0 0 1 0, 
18 0 0 '0 0 " 

19 0 0 0 0 : 

y);: 
'J 

20 0 0' 0 1 : 

21 0 0 0 
22 1 1 1 

-. ' , --- . ,___ I 

N* 102 102-- 102 102 102 102 102 . ,102 

Total 222 182 234 140 58 30 
iJ 

133 90! 
, " 
! -

*N=Total number of cases. 

t') 

tf) 
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lhe inspection of the distribution as well as the application of the 
Kolmogrov-Smirnov test show that there is no significant difference 
between the arson and the match sample for each type of. serious violations. 

In this study we have considered separately serious and non-serious 
violations of each type because they are qualitatively different. We 
have seen above that there are almost three times more non":'serious violations 
in the arson sample than in the match sample and less than twice the 
serious violations in the arson sample than in the match sample. How-
~ver, we only looked at the inter-sample differences. We will now 
examine' the 'intra-sample differences between serious and non-serious 
violations. 

From Tables 3.4 and"3.6, it is evident that the distributions of 
non-serious and serious violations, for each type of code violation do 
not .differ significantly for the arson sample and also for the match sample. 
Consider now the total number of serious and non-sepious violations 'of each 
type for the arson sample \,Jhich' are given in Table 3.7 below. 

,TABLE 3.7: Distribution of serious and non-serious violations by 
type of violations for arson sample. 

Type of Type of Code 
Violation Building Health Electrical Fire Total 

J:" 

Serious 222 234· 58 133 647 
Non~serious 758· 486 36 29 1,309 
Total '980 720 94 -_ 162 1,956 

The observed value of),2 = 298.891 on 3 d.f. i~ highly signifi-
cant even at ~t the 1% level of significanceso we conclude that there are 
significant differences between the total number of seri?us and non
serious violations for the arson sample. Further comparlson of the 
total number of serious and non-serious violations, considering these 
values for each structure separately for the sample, by t- test 
(observed t = 3.828 on 101 d.f.) reveals that there is indeed signifi
cant difference bebJeen the serious and non-serious violations for the 
arson sampl e. Thus, we concl ude that for the present dat~not- ?nly: .-':-.~. 
qualitative differences exist be'tween serious and non-ser1?us v~olatlons 
but also that the differences in the occurrence of these vl01atlons 
for each structure are statistically significant.~ Moreover, the total 
of all types of non-serious violations occur more frequently than the 
corresponding fi gure for serious' viol ations. 
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We now consider the distribution of serious and non-serious 
violations for the match sample. 

TABLE 3.8: Distributi~n of serious and non-serious violations 
by type of violations for match sample. 

Type of T~e of Code 
Total Violation Buildinq Health Electrical Fire 

Serious 181 140 30 90 441 
Non-serious 222 113 10 10 355 
Total 403 253 lJ.U I.UU l~b 
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From the above table we find that 1L2 = 72.615 on 3 d.f. is . 
highly significant at the 5% level of confidence. As bef~re~.wh~n we con-
si der structure-wi se di fference between seri ous an~ non-serlOUS' . 
violations.we find that t = 1.3936~ on' 101 d. f. \'lbicil 1s r.dt ·sigrl.ificant 
at the 5% level of significance. Hence.w~ concl~de that when structures are 
considered individually there is no signlflcant dlfference between the 
serjous and the non-serious violations for the match sample. 

We now test the hypothesis of no significant difference between the total 
number of serious and non-serious violations for the arson and match ·!/amples •. 
The 2 x 2 cont'i ngency tabl e for this purpose is as fo 11 ows. 

,0 

9 Total number of serious and non-seriolls violations for ar(on' TABLE 3. : 
and match samples. 

" 

Sample 
Violations Arson Match Total 

c' 

Serious 647 441 1,088 
Non-serious 1,309 355 1,66'4 
rrota 1 1,956 796 2,75,g 

17 1\ 1 
The observed value of"t 2 = 117.02 on 1 d.f. bei~gfar gr;ater than . 

the table (theoretical) value ofjt2 = 3.84 on 1 d.f. at the 5% level of Sl~
nifiCance" \Ole conclude that there are significant differences between 
s,erious and non-serious violations for the arson and match structures. 

Similarly, when we test the hypothesis of no significant diff~rence 
betwp.en the total number of serious yiolation~ for t~e ~r~on and.tti~ match samples" 
we find that)(..2 = j9.0040n 1 d.f., lsalso hlghly slgnlflcan~ ~1: the 
5% level of significan<?e. T~is .i~ also true when _\'/e test a slm,.lar 
hypothesis for non-serlOUS vlolatlons. (Here~2 - 5~6.945 on 1 d.;f.) 

---------

Within the arson sample, if we test the hypothesis of no significant 
d~fference between serious and non-serious violations, then we find that 
~ = 224.051 of 1 d.f., which is highly significant. Thus, we cdndlude 
that there are significant differences between the number of serious and 
non-serious violations occurring for the arson struc~ures. The Same 
conclusion holds true for the match sample. (Here~ = 9.291 on 1 d.f.) 

We have thus shown that for the arson sample the serious and non
serious violations differ significantly, whether we consider them by the 
total number of such violations, or by the type of such violations, or 
by individual structures. This is, hm'lever, not the case with the match 
sample. Yi 

ft, '=, 
,~ 

The above results for the arson and th~match samples appear to be 
consistent with the reality. It is expected that those structures that 
experience arson have more frequent violations than those stt'uctures that 
do not experience any arson. r~oreover, probably to avoid attention oJ 
the authority and neighbors, fewer serious code violations take place 
in,such structures than the non-~erious code violations. 

Lastly, we consider the distributjon of serious and non-serious 
violations combined for the arson and the match samples by the number of 
violations as shovJn in Table 3.10 below. vJe notice that there are 'no 
significant differences between the distributlons of the arson and the 
mptch samp1es for serious violations~Similarly, we find, using the 
KOlmogrov-Smirnov test, that there, are no significant differences between 
the distribution of serious and non-serious violations for the arson as 
well as the match samples. However, there are statistically s~gnificant 
differences in the arson and match sample distributions for non;,.serious 
violations. The differences between the arson and match samples are more 
pronouned when we consider the paired comparisons. The value of t =3:0829 
on 101 d,J., and the associated probabilit3~\ is much less than 0.0001 
which implies that the observed value of t lis high1y significant even at 
the 0.1% level of significance. Y 
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TABLE 3.10: Distribution of serious and non-serious vidlations for 
arson and match samples by the number of violation. 

Tvpe of Violation 
Number of Serious } Non-Serious 

Violations Arson r-1atch Arson to1atch 

0- 3 59 ji 64 61) 82 
3- 6 9 13 8 4 
6- 9 .. 9 8 2 4 
9-12 7 4 2 2 

12-15 3 4 " 2 2 
1,5-18 2 2 , 1 1 
18-21 2 1 1 2 

() 

21-24 0 1 4 1 

24-27 3 0 c 0 0 
27-30 3 3 5 0 
30-33 3 a 1 1 
33-36 a a 2 1 

. 

36-39 a 1 a 0 
39-42 a a 1 a 
42-45 a a 1 1 
45-48 1 a 2 0 

48-51 1 0 O. a 
51-54 a )1 -a 
54-57 0 n a 
57-60 1 0 pver 60 

'. 

" 
7 1 

N* 102 102 102 102 
, 

Total "441 " 647 1,309 355 

*N = Total nUmber of cases .. 
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3.2.3. ANALYSES OF CRIME DATA 

From Table 3.11. we find using tf.e Kolmogrov-Smirnov test, that the distri
bution of ,the arson and match samples differ significantly for Part I and all 
crimes categories and not s~ for Part TT crimes. We further find thi'lt '. 
for the arson sa~p1e, Partr 10and Part I1 crime cateaories differ sianific.ant1y 
at the 5% 1 eve 1 of·s i gni fi carice s-; nce observed D = 0.2157 and the table value 
of 0, at the 5% leyel of signific3.hce! is D = 0.1904, where D is the 

" Ko1mogrov-Smirnov Statistic. 

TABLE 3.11: Distribution of Part I, Part II, and all crimes for arson 
and match samples by the number of such ,crimes. 

Number of Part I Crime's Part II·Crimes All Crimes 
Crimes Arson Match Arson .... i~atch Arson Match 

.. : 

a 22 43' 44 58' . 14 37 
1 22 21 27 23 18 17 
2 19 17 14 10 14 15 

, . 
3 7 8 6 6 8 11 
4 14 3 5 0 11 7 
5 3 3 3 1 7 2 

6 
, 1 1 0 0 5 4 

7 ,. 2 1 1 2 5 1 
8 3 1 0 0 "4 J 

" 

9 1 1 0 1 3 1 
10 1 a . 1 0 2', 1 
11 1 1 0 0 2 0 

12 a J o .' 1 a ! 0 
13 2 

" ,0 0 1 1 
14 " 1 1 0 0 2 , , 

15 1 0 1 1 
16 1 0 1 1 
17 0 0 a 0 

18 1 '0 a 0 ., 
19 0 2 0 I:) !i 

20 'w, 1 1 0 
Above 20 2 1 

N* 102 102 102 102 102 102 
';/ 

" 
~ota1 .' 315 173 145 101 460 274 

#N=Total numbers of cases. " 
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Cansidering the total number af Part I and Part II Crimes far the arsan 

andothe match samples,_we test the hypathesis af no. significant difference 
far these twa categaries af crimes using the 2 x 2 cantingency table 
which is as fallaws: 

TABLE 3.12: Tatal Part I and Part II crimes far arsan and match 
samples. 

~ 

. Crime Sample 
~ategary Arsan Match Tatal 

Part I 315 173 488 
Part II 145 101 246 

Total 460 274 734 

Since the abserved value af,x2 = 1.964 an 1 d.f. is less than the I 

table value af)£.2 = 3.84 an 1 d.f., at the 5% level af significance we 
do. nat reject the preceding hypathesis. Thus, th~ data do. nat suppart 
the hypathesis that there are significant differences in the tatal number 
af Part I and Part II crimes cammitted in the arsan and the match ·structures. 
Hawever, the picture is entirely different when \'Je test the hypathesis' 
af no. Significant differences between the arsan and tre match samples far Part 
crimes alane. Here)L2 = 41.320 an 1 d.f., which is hilghly significant at 
the 5% level af significance. Thus, we canclude that there are significant 
differences between the tatal number af Part I crimes cammitterl far ~he arsan 
and the match samples. We make a similar canclusian far Part II crlmes 
{~2 = 7.87 an 1 d.f}.Like the preceding analysis far Part I and Part II 
crimes, when we test similar hypatheses far the arsan and the match samples 
separately, we reach similar canclusians. (For t~e arson sample 

"f...'i. = 62.826, an 1 d,f. and· tar the match sample i.;. = 18.92 an 1 d.f.). 

The abave results suggest that althaugh there are no. ~ignificant . 
differences between the two crime categaries far the arsan and the match 
samples when these categaries. are considered separately they do. shaw 
significant differences between the twa samples within each crime categary. 
Precisely the same inferences can be drawn when we cansider the twa sampl~s 
instead af the two crime categaries. 

When we test the hypathesis of no. significant difference between the 
twa crime categories far the arson sample by cansidering each structure 
individually rather than the tatal far all structures as abave, we find . 
that there are significant differences, (t = 3.774 an 101 d.f.), between . 
Part I and Part II Crimes. The same canclusian is drawn when we test the 
match sample similarly. (Here t = 3.513 an 101 d.f.). 

\) 
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3.2.4. ANALYSES OF INSURANCE DATA 

We will naw examine the data abaut the insurance. As ~tated in the 
p.Y'evi aus chapter, i nfarmati an abaut three va ri ab 1 es \'Jas co ll\·.ected, vi z, 
the amaunt af insurance far each year far which infarmatianis available, 
the name and addresses af the awners, and the insurance lass! claimed. 
Fram thi·s infarmatian three yariables were defined, which arl= as fallaws: 
(i) The percent change iri the amaunt af insurance (PCI): 

The PCI far a year is defined by 

PCI = AI - AlP x 100 
AlP 

Where AI = Amaunt af insurance far that year 
AlP = Amaunt af insurance far the previaus year. 

(ii) The number af awners: 

This is the numberaf persans who. awned the praperty. FaIr aur 
purpase, any jaint awnership is treated as a single awnei"ship. 
That is, twa or more persans awning the same praperty at the 
same time is considered as ane awner far that oraperty. I 

(iii) Percent lass claimed: 

The percent lass (PL) cla~med is defined as 

AL 
PL = ~ x 100 

Where Al = Tatal amount af lass far all the previaus year~; 
AI = Total amount of insurance for these years. 

The tatal lass includes the lass due to. th~ damage to. the 1structure 
and als0 any loss to. its contents. 

i " 

AlthClugh -insurance taken by a tenant of a structure was DlDt included 
for tfie present study, it can be cansidered with slight madific~tions in 
the abave.definitians. ~ 

!I 
The abave three variables were then cambined in a single variable 

labelled as "Insurance Scare". To. abtain the insurance scare \>/(:! use 
the fallawing pracedure. 

;!I 

(a)i'Change the sjgn of PCI, i.e., if PCI is pasitive~ chal~ge it 
to. negative and if it is negative, ~hange it to a po~itive 

ij 
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sign. This sim,ply means that if there is a decrease in 
the amount of an insurance policy, the structure, is less 
likely to experience an arson than if there is an increase 
in the amount for a pol icy. Thi s score is call ed the <I 
amount of insurance score (AS). 

(b) We obtain the ownership score (OS) by dividing the 
number 10 by the numbe17 of owners as defined eqrlier in (ii). 
The number 10 is an arbitrary number so that any other 
number can be chosen instead of 10. Here this number 
is chosen because 

(1) it is simple to compute and add such ~:score to . 
other scores, when the number of owners is one 
or two, which was the case for the present data, 
and 

to keep the variability of the insurance score 
(IS) within managable limits for calculations 
on a calculator. 

(c) The loss score (LS) is obtained by changing the siqn of PL 
bbt~ined in (iii).Sin6e such a lbss f6r a struct~re indicates 
that the structure is more llkelY' to have an arson than a 
structure that has not shown such a loss in the past. 

(d) We compute the ~he insurance score, ~&~ by the formulq: 

IS = AS + OS + LS 
. "" i 

Note that the hi gher the insurance score. the 1 ess 1 i kely it liS tIl; 
have an arson. 

The comparison of the mean' insurance 'score'.for the arson and the match 
samples show a value of t = - 2.411 highly significant at the 51 level of 
significance. Thus, these t\'10 ":samples differ significantly in their 
mean ~,nsurance score. 

'''\ 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

Before we proceed with the discriminant analysis, it'may be helpful 
to summarize the results we have so far obtained from "the analyses of the" 
data for arson and match samples: 

Ii " 

(1) The distribution of "total number of previous fires" does 
not differ significantly for the arson and match samples. 

, ~ 

:\ (2) 

(3) 
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For the variable "total amount of all taxes due" we observe 
that • 

(a) 

(b) 

The distribution differs significantly for the two 
samples 

The mean amount of taxes is significantly greater 
for the arson sam~le than for the match sample. 

For the variables serious and non-serious violations we 
find that 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

Non-serious violations of each type occur more frequently 
in the arson sample than in the match sample and the 
ratio of all violations of this type for the arson sample 
to '~he match sample is 3.7:1. 

The di s tri buti ons for nqn-seri a liS' bui 1 di ng code and 
health code violations differ significantly for the 
two samples 

Serious violations of each type occur more frequently 
in the arson sampJe than in the match sample and the 
ratio of all serious violations for the arson sample to 
the match sample is 2:1 

The distribution for each type of serious violation 
is the same for the arson and the match samples. 
That is, the parent population for both the samples 
is the same for each type of serious violation 

The non-serious violations occur more frequently than 
the serio,us violations in the arson sample. The ratio 
of such occurrence is about 2:1. 

For the arson sample, the ratio, of non-serious building 
and health code violations to similar serious violations 
is about 2.7:1 and the .. ratio of serious electrical and 
fire code violations to non-serious similar violations 2.9:1 

.1 

(g) 'The serious and non-serious violations of all types 
differ significantly for the arson as well as the match samples, 
with these 4violations occurring more frequently in the 
arson samp1'e. The ratio of occurrence of all types 
of violations in ~he arson sample to those in the 
match sample is 2.5:1 



(h) The serious violations of all types occur more 
frequently than the non-serious violations of all 
types in the match sample. The ratio of the serious 
violations to non-serious violations is 1.24:1. 
Note that for the arson sample, the reverse is true, 
See (e) above. 

(i) For the match sample, the ratio of non-serious 
building and health code violations to similar 
serious violations is 1:1 and the ratio of serious 
electrical and fire code violations to similar non
serious violations is 6:1. 

(j) The distribution of serious violations by number of 
violations do not differ si~nificantly for the arson 
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and the match samples. The total number of such violations 
however, do differ significantly. This is also true 
when paired comparison is made by t - test of arson 
and match samples. 

(4) For the variables Part I and Part II Crimes 'we find that 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

The distribution of Part I crimes and all crimes 
categories differ significantly for the arson and the match 
samples. However, that is not the case for the Part II 
category of crimes. 

Within Part I and Par-t II categories, the total 
numbers of crimes corrunitted differ signi{icantly for the ~.~ I 

arson and match samples. '7

t 
Within the arson"and the match samples, the total ~imbe~ of ~ I 
Part I Part II crimes committed differ significantlY. I 
Fonthe arson sample, the ratio of Part I crimes 
corrunitted to Part II crimes committed is 2.2:1. 

For the match sample, the 'ratio of Part I crimes 
committed to Part II crimes committed is 1.7:1. 

,. . , ~ 

(5) There is a ,s i gni fi,cant difference between the mp;tns for 
insurance score for the arson sample, with a less than zero 
mean score for the arson sample. (Note that the 
lower the insurance score the more likely that the structure 
in question will have an arson.) 

From (1) - (5) above, we can conclude that the followinQ variables 
are more important in discriminatinq between the arson and match samples: 
Total amount 9f tax due, non-serious violations of all types, Part I 
crimes con~n;tted at the structure, and the insurance score. 

,0 _":; __ , 
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To develop a discriminant function, it is necessary to consider 

(1) the probability of misclassification (p~1) of a 
structure, under the a$sumption that each vari-
~ble appearing in the discriminant function is 
1ndependent, and ' , 

(iij the estimated probability (PE) of misclassifica
tion obtained empirically. 

~or the case of two groups, the formulae for PN and PE involved 
_are slmple and can be useful in selecting the variables to be in
-'cluded in a discriminant function. Let di denote the difference 
~e:ween the means of tge arson and the match groups for the variable 
1 - ~,2, ,po Let Sf ~enote,th~ mean error sum of squares (MESS) 
obta1ned.from the analys1$ of varlance, for the ith variable, or from 
the matrlX for error sum of squares. Let 

Al = C 
i=l 

then PH = i 

dr 
$7." 

1 

-~pr.(X~A2)~ 

(3.1) 

It may be noted that PM is the minimum probability attainable 
~hrough the selected set of variables when all these variables are 
lndependent of one another. 

Le~ ~ discriminant function be given by 

y - 1= J ai Xi (3.2) 

where ai .is ~he estimated coefficifints, estimated by maximum likeli~ 
hood estl~~t10n method, for the it variable and X. i~ the value 

-fur the i variable. L.et 1 ' 

P '~\ 

B1 = (nl + n2 - 2) r ai d; B2 = 1/2\/i;11 
;=1 

then D ( ) 
. E = 1 - ( Pr. (X ~ B2 ) ) 

where n, = number of structures 'in the arson group and 

n2 = number of structures in the;\ match group. 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

. The formula for Bj in (3.3) suggests that we should exclude th 
~ar1ab1es from the discriminant function for each of which a. d. ose 
1S less than zero. Also, it can be easily seen from (3.4) t~atl the estimated 

Ii 
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probability of m;f~classific~ti,on increases if we include in computir~g 
a variable for Wh1Ch aidi 1S l .. ess than zero. In developing discrimi
nant function below, this fact has been taken into account. 

3.3.2. THE DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION 

The following table, Table 3.13,gives the v~lues of di' Si and ei/S; 
for all the variables considered for-discriminant analysis. 

TABLE 3.13; Variables used for dis~ri~inant analysis and their 
respective values of d1/S1. 

Abbreviations 
Variable Used d . -.1 s· ., di/~i 

Number of previous fires F .r 0.2157 0.4803 0.4490 

Non-Serious Violations - 9.3529 17.2618 0.4805 
Buil ding code \ BC 5.2549 10.3200 0.5092 
Health code HC 3.6569 6.9350 0.5273 
Electrical code EC 0.2549 0.8050 0.3168 
Fire code FC 0.,1863 0.5930 0.3136 .-

Serious Violations - 2,.0196 9.6172 0.2090 
Building code BCS 0.4020 3.8310 0.1049 
Health code HCS 0.9216 3.7210 0.2478 
Electrical code ECS 0.274·5 1.1960 0.2299 
Fire code FCS 0.4216 2.1330 0.1978 

Rank of 
di/~i* 

4 

-
3 

" 2 
8 

; 9 

. -
':'\4 

I'l~ , I 
~., I 

. ·T3 , 

0.44.54 .' 
. . 

·5 .IA1~ -wiolations V 11.3431 25.4696 
I 
All Taxes T 0.6099 0.9830 0.6200 1 
Hater .- 0.4091 0.9021 0.4536 . -
Property - 0.2119 0.6743 0.3142 -

: 

Crimes - 1.8235 5.6762 0.3282 -
Part I PI 1.3922 3.2516' 0.4281 6 
Part !I PI! 0.4412 2.2250 0.1983 12 
Insurance INS -11.7970 34.9407 ,-0.'3376 7 

* Rank is of the absolute (positive) value of di/si 

~- I 
1, ' 

r 

~ 

o 

There are in all 19 variables, some of which have been used as 
domain variables, e.g., non-serious violations, serious violations, 
and all taxes. There are·variab1es which were purposly not used 
to develop discriminant function e.g., water taxes and property taxes. 
We have combined these two variables in a single domain variable 
labelled as "all taxes~" 

The last column of the above table ranks these variables by the 
absolute value of di/si. The rank denotes the relative importance 
of each variable in minimizing the probability of misclassification 
under the assumption that the variable included in the discriminant 
function is independent of any other variable appearing in that 
function. We find that. the variable II Insurance II' ranks seventh and 
ranks higher than most of the code violations and Part II crimes. Thus, 
the insurance score developed earlier seems to be useful in discrimin
ating the structures that are arson prone from those that are not 
arson prone. This will now be established in what follows. 

With 19 variables given in the above table, several discriminant 
functions can be tried. Once we obtain a few initial discriminant 
functions and corresponding values of PE, it is not difficult to 
eliminate other discriminant functions, using different 
sets of variables, by looking at the respective values of PM: Thus, 
if PM is less than the maximum PE cibtained for a discriminant function 
developed so far, then there is no need to develop a discriminant 
function for that set of variables. Such considerations are helpful 
not unly when calculations are to be done manually, as. was the case 
for 1;his project, but also when they are carried out using a computer. 
Using the preceding criterion, five discriminant functions were developed 
and one is selected (the manual computation of PM and the time :constraints 
did not permit considering all possible combinations). Three of these 
discriminant functions that are of interest to us here are given in the 
following table, Table 3.14. It is possible to improve upon these 
discriminant functions since all variables have not been considered 
·,s.~ltaneously in anyone of these functions • 
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TABLE 3.14: Results of discriminant analysis for three sets of 
variables. 

Variables Entered Discriminant Coefficients Variables 
Accepted for in the for each variable DF** DF** 

in Col. 2 
(2) (3) 141 

Fires (F), Taxes (T), CF=0.0038l2, CT=O. 003086 , Fires, Taxes 

Violations (V) CV=0.000096 Violations 

Fires (F), Taxes (T), CF=-0.003l42, CT=0.003396, Taxes, HCS, 

BCS, HCS, ECS, BC, CBCS=-0.001507, CHCS=0.000850, BC, HC, EC, 

HC, EC, FC, PI, PIII:~ CECS=-0.00083l, CFCS=-0.000056, FC, PI! 

CBC=0.000188, CHC=0.00035l, , 

CEC=O.000933, CFC=0.001542, 

CpI=-0.000233, CpII=0.000360 

,Fires (F). .:r-axes (T), CF=-0.9008l8, Cr=0.000118, Taxes, BC, 
\ 

BC, HC, EC, FC, CBC=::O'~ 000035, CHC=-O. 000168, FC, PI, INS 

PI, PI!, INS CEC=-O. 000368 , CFC=0.003318 

CpI=0.002963, CpII=-0.001358, 

C1NS=-0.000048 

" 
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PM 

(5 ), 

0.3300 

0.2565 

, 

. , 
.~' ~ ~ : 

" 

0~2598 

" t f t" '(DF) numbers referred to in the text. * DF No. denotes the discrimlnan un~'lon 

~* DF means discriminant function. 

PE 
(6) 

0.3310 

0.2940 

4·~ 

, 

0.2977 

" 

( 0 

I' 
f, 

" " ' 

, 
\ 
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ON SELECTING A DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION 

Among these three discriminant functions (which will be called DF I, 
DF II and DF III respectively), the most preferred is,OF II., However, 
there is a difference of about 0.4% in the pro'~lbil ities PE for OF II 
and OF III. Since we need to gather information for two more variables 
for OF II than for DF III, the cost of employing DF II instead of DF III 
is higher. Thus, comparing the reduction in misclassification probability 
for OF II against the possible cost of collecting information for it, to 
similar statistics for OF III, it seems more preferable to use DF III. 

Similarly, we notice that there is a difference of about 3.3% in the 
misclassification probabilities for OF I and OF III, with a lesser prob
ability PE for DF III. Is this difference large enough to choose OF III 
over OF I? The answer to this question can be found by comparing the 
relative cost of wrong decisions discussed below. 

Associated with every discriminant function is a set of decision 
rules which classify a structure as likely to have an arson or it is not 
likely to have an arson. By classifying known'cases of arson and non
arson, we can estimate how useful the deSigned set of rules for the 
discriminant function_ is in predicting future arson." Let us suppose 
that for a set of deci sion rul es R, A number of kn\;.~jn arson cases and 
M number of known match cases are classified as follows: 

TABLE 3.15: Classification for A arson and M match cases. 

Cases Arson Non-Arson Total 

Arson AA AN A 

Match '1' "A r~N. M 
" I 

Total AA + MA AN + MN A-+M 

The probability of wrong classification Pw is 

(3.5) 
Pw = 



(
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Let d be the average cost of making a wrong decision that a 
would-be non-arson structure is likely to have an arson. This cost 
includes administrative and field costs in preventing an arson. 
Similarly, let Kd, __ ·K.? 1, ' be the average cost of making a wrong 
decision that a would-be arson structure is not likely to have an 
arson. Since on an average, th~ value of the damages to a ~t~ucture 
and its contents is greater due to arson than' the cost of preventing 
an arson for a structure, 'lIe have assumed here that :K:> 1. Then from 
the above table it follows that the total cost of making a \"rong decision 
is 

and the average cost of making a wrong decision per structure is 

Let PA/W = Probability of classifying a structure as an arson 
(structure), given that it is a wrong classification 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

and PM/W = Probability of classifying a structure as non-arson 
(structure), givew that it is a wrong classification., 

From Table 3.15, we see that 

PA/ W = p~VW = 

From (3.8), the average cost of making a wrong decision in 
(3.7) can be written as 

C = ',' d"PA/ W + d K P"VI.' 

"-

-~~~-~~------ .-. 
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Let Ca I and Ca II denote th.e average cost of 'I,rong deci si ons for 
two sets of rules. Then we define the relative cost efficiency (RCE) 
of Rule I, relative to Rule II, as 

(3.10) 
RCE = x 100 

; ~eturning to the problem of determining which of the discriminant 
func~10ns OF I and OF III to accept, \I!e consider the classifications 
obtal~ed by ~he associated decision rules Rule I and Rule III for each 
functl0n. ~he results of this classification are given in Table 3:16 
bel 0\'1. \, 

TABLE 3.16: Classification of known cases using Rule I and Rule III. 

Rule I Rul e III 
Cases Arson Non-Arson Total Arson Non-Arson Total 

Arson 76 26 102 85 1 17 102 
Match 36 66 102 46 56 102 

Using formula (.3.9) for K = 2 : ' we find that 

Cal = .2Ld 62 + 2Ld 62 = ~d 62 

CaIII , " --1L d ..l.L d 80 = + = "'63 d 63 63 

Hence RCE of OF III, rel ative to DF 1, is 

RCE = 88d x 63 x 100 111 .8% 
62 80d = 
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sinihar1iy, when K = 5, we find that RCE = 128.8%. Hence we conclude:: 
that if the cost of damage due to arson to ~ structure is twice the 
cost of preventing such an arson, i.e., K = 2, then on an average, it 
will cost 11.8% more if we use DF"I rather than OF III. Similarly, if 
such a cost is five times, i.e., K = 5, then the cost of using OF I is 
28.8% more than if we use OF III. We, therefore, accept OF III ~s our 
fo~mu1afor ~r~aictin~future arsons. 

3.3.4. ANALYSIS OF'THE SELECTED DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION 

As seen in the preceding SUbsection, DF III is ~ore cost effective 
than OF I and hence we will use this function. The formula for the 
discriminant function, from Table 3.14, is: 

Y = 0.000118Xl + 0.0033l8X2 + O.002963X3 - 0.000048X4 + 0.000035X5 

or, equivalently, 

Y = 3.37X, + 94.80X2 + 84. 66X3 1.37X4 + X5 

Where 

Y = Discriminant Score 

(I (3 .11) 

(3.12) 

Xl = Total amount of unpaid \'1ater and property taxes (in thousand 
dollars) 

X2 = Total" number of non-seriou~ fi~e code violations 

X3 = Total number,of Part I (Index) crimes 

X4~r Insurance Score for the structure 

X5 ;:::. Total number of non-serious 'building code violations. 
(, 

By applying the above formula in (3.12), one can compute the qiscrimi
nant score Y for a structure and then classify that structure as likely 
or not likely to have an arson on the basis of the fbl10wing decision 
rules: 

a) If Y ~ 50, then the structure is 1 ike1y 'tp have an arson 

b) If Y <- 50, then the structure ;s not likely to have an arson~ 

I 
( 

1 
! 

o 
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In the last column of Table 3.14 \'1e have alreadY given the estimated 
probability.of ~i~classifica~ion as PE = 0.2977. We now test for signifi
cance the dlscr1mlnant functl0n. The analysis of variance table for this 
purpose is shown in Table 3.17 below. 

T~3. 17: Analysis of variance of the discriminant functiqn. 

Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean Sum 
Variation Freedom Squares of Squares F 

Between variables 5 0.0015804 0.0003161 11.245 
;' 

Within variables 198 0.0055667 0.0000281 

Total 203 0.0071471 

.. T~e value of F = 11.245 obt?in~d in the above table is highly 
slgnl!lcant even at 1% level of slgnlficance. Thus, the discriminant 
funct1C?" developed here is useful in classifying arson-prone structures 
from ~o~-ar~on-prone structures !t/ith an estimated probabi 1 ity of correct 
classlflcatlon as 0.7023 or 70.23%. (The probability of correct classi
fication is 1 - PE = 1 - 0.2977.) 

In applying the formula in (3.12), we note that we consider non
serious fire code and building code violations. ~ince such violations 
gen~rally precede any seriou~ violation. the formula suggests to use 
the non-serious violation. 'If in caseno non-set"i~.us violation has 
occ~rred b~fo~[i! a ser~ous viola~ion ~ake~ pl~~e, then we use this 
senous bUlldlng or fwe code vlolatlon 1n our formula. The reason for 
using a serious or a non-serious violation that occurs first in the 
above formula is to determine the possibility of an arson for a struc
ture, in early stages of the code violations for it. 

RELATIVE COST EFFICIENCy'OF NEWARK RELATIVE TO BOSTON AND NEW YORK CITY 

. The formula fo~ RCE in (3.l0) can be used to compare the cost effi
clency of a'ny two dlScriminant functions used for discriminating arson 
from non-arson structure or any other plienumer:ofl. Hence it can be used to 
measure the cost efficiency of discriminant functions developed by vari
OU$ localities. Here, as an illustration, we have chosen Boston and 
New York City for this purpbse. The results of their classifications 
given in their respective reports are summar~zed in the following table. 1 

1 The City of New York Arson Strike Force (1980): Predicting arson in 
New York City. () 0 

. Urban ~Educat\1onal Systems, inc. (1980).: The Research r~1anual: 
A manual of property research and arson analYSis. 
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TABLE 3.18: C1assif,;cation of known cases for Boston and New 
York City. 

Boston New York City 
Cases Arson Non-Arson Total Arson Non-Arson Total 

Arson 48 30 78 6,166 3,376 9,542 

Match 10 68 78 '"1,404 10,819 12,223 
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Using formula (3.5), we find that the probabilities of.wrong . 
classification for Boston, New York, and Newark are respectwely gwen 
by 

Pw (Boston) = 25.6%, Pw (NYC) = 22.0% and 

Pw (Newark) = 30.9% 

We see that Newark has the highest probability of miscla~sifica-
tion followed by Boston and then New York City. Using the formula \h) (3.10) 

, we now compare RCE of Newark relative to Boston and New York ~ty. 
In'the computation of RCE it is as:umed that the cost r:a~io ~K) of. . .' 
arson to the non-arson structures 1 s the same for toe !-VJQ crtl es" bel fig CGJ~::
pared. This assumption seems necessary for comparison of the two 
classificatio.n rules. The following table gives the values of RCE for 
Newark, relative to Boston and New York.City for different values 'of 
K.' 

TABLE 3. 1 9: RCE for Newark; rel ative :to Boston and New York for·· 
different.va1ues ofK 

-

K 2 3 4 5 10 , 

RCE fn-r 'r~gwark ., 

(in percent) Boston 137.8 162.4 179.6 192.4 ., 226.0 
relative -. 

to New York 134.~ 156.7 172.4 184.0 214,.6 , - - . ----

( ) 

(; 
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We notice from the above table that it costs much less to use DF, III 
and the associated ru1es'\'..developed by Newark than that developed either by 
Boston Qrby New York City. The result is no surprise because although 
both cities have lower probabilities of misc1assification (PW's) th~n 
Newark, each has a much higher percent of arsons misc1assified as non-arsons 
as compared to Newark. In the case of Boston among the misclassifieds, 
about 75% are misclassified as non-arson and 'for "New York it is 70.6%: 
On the other hand for Newark it is 27%. Thus, under the assumption that 
the cost ratio of arson structure to non-arson structure is the same for 
each city, the discriminant function and the associated rules developed 
by Newark are more cost efficient than those suggested by either Boston or 
New York City. 

.) 
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CHAPTER IV 

PATTERNS OF ARSON 

INTRODUCTION 

In Chapter I we have observed some of the· population 
characteristics. For example, we have seen that there 
is a significant difference between the number of ar~on 
incidences in the first four months of 1981 as compar.ed 
to the corresponding period for the year 1980. , We al~o 
observed that the arson ihcidences occur more frequently 
on Mondays, Thursdays, and Fridays than on any other 
days of the week. However, percentage wise, the arson 
incidences are distributed more or less evenly throughout 
the week with the minimum of 12.6% arson incidences on 
Wednesdays and the maximum of 16.2% a~son incid~nces on 
Mondays, see Table 1.9. We have also observed 1~ that 
chapter how the hourly distribution of arson inc1dences 
exhibit a clear pattern when grouped in three-hour time 
interval. Hence the aim of this chapter is to study 
the available data and try to identify if there exists 
any patterns of arson or any functional re1atio~ships 
between the variables such as month, day, and t1me. To 
make use of all the available data, we will assume that 
the pop u 1 at ion 0 far son inc ide n c e sis i t se 1 f ~ sam p 1 e, 
of all arson incidences from the superpopu1at10n of 
structures described in Chapter I. However, before 
proceeding with the analysis of the data to study 
patterns of arson for different variables, we discuss~ 
below the distribution of arson incidences for the ye~t 
1980. 

There were in all 834 arson incidences during 1980 
,.out of the total of 1,123 incidences for the sixteen 
'm'G'l1ths study period. Thus, there were about 70 arson 
incidences per month. These arson incidences occurred 
i n 6 90 new s t r u c t u res t hat we rei g nit e d d uri ~n g the 
year. Thus, on an average about 58 new structures were 
ignited eve,ry month ,'of the year 1980. Of"the 897 stt~uctures 
that experienced, arson for the first time du:ring the 
sixteen month study period, the remaining 203 were 
burned during the first four months of·1981. Thus, on 
an average 50 new structures were i gni ted duri ng "the 
first four months of 19B1. We see, therefore, that on 
a n a ve rag e s eve n 1 e s s new b u i 1 din g s we r e 't 0 r c h e d d uri n g 
each month of the period Ja~uary 1, 1981 to April 30, 
1981. H~wever, the average number of arsons ~er month 
during this period, ~hich was'72, remained almost the 
same

0

as the precedihg year. 
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In Table 4.1, we present the distribution of structures by the number 
of arsons for these structures during 1980. The distribution of the ~umber 
of structur~s in this table is similar to the one for the entire population 
given in Table 1.0. We observe that this is also true' for'the distribution 
of the total number of arsons. 

TABLE 4.1: Distribution of the population of structures by the 
number of arsons experienced during the year 1980. 

Number Number Percent t:umu1atjve Percent 'Cumu1ativE of of of Percent of of I Percent of Total No.* 
Arsons Structures Structures Structures of Arsons All Arsons ,All ATsons 

1 600 87.0 87.0 600 71.9 71.9 2 66 9.6 96.6 132 15.8 87.7 3 11 1.6 98.2 33 4.0 91.7 4 6 0.9 99.1 24 2.9 94.6 5 4 0.6 99.7 20 2.4 97.0 
.~9 1 0.1 99.8 6 0.7 97.7 ,] 1 0.1 99.9 7 0.8 98.5 12 1 0.1 100.0 12 1.5 100.0 

Total 690 100.0 - 834 I 100.0 I -

*Total number of arsons: number of arsons in Column (1) x number of structures 
in co 1 umn ( 2 ) • 

Single arsons,which affected 87% of the structures~ accounted for 
about 72% of all arsons. Thus, 13% of the structures accounted for 28% 
of. all arsons. It should be noted that these 13% of the structures had 
their first arson during 1980 and were subjected to additional 144 (17%) 
arsons during 1980. 

,4.2: ANALYSIS OF ARSONS I3Y MONTH AND BY DAY. 

." 

In Chapter 1 the entire sixteen-months 5~udy period ~a~ 
'cons.idered since'the objec.t there was··tQ pre5ent: the PQPU1~tl?n 
characteristics. However, for studying patters' of arson~"lt 1S 
more meaningful to use "the 12-month period from Januaryl: 1980 
to December 31, 1980. Wherever requi red, we wi 1:1 make use of 
the information for the remaining four months of the study 
period, viz., January 1,1981 to April 30,1'981.' ' 
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For the monthly comparison of arsbn incidences, (See Table 
1.5), we test the hypothesis of no significant difference in 
their distribution for the months of January to December 1980. 
Since the observed valu~ of )1..1'-= 24.475 is greater than the table 
value of ;1..'2..= 19.68 on 1'1 d.f., (degrees of freedom), we do not 
accept the preceding hypothesis. Thus, we conclude that t~ere is 
a significant variation month to month in the occurrence of the 
arson incidences. We notice that the lowest number of arson 
incidences took place in the month of January followed by October. 
On the other hand, t~e highest number of arson incidences took 
place in the month of May followed by March, (See figu~e 4.1). 
This trend, however, does not seem to continue for the year 1981. 

When we consider the four seasons, viz., winter (January
March), spring (April-June), summer (July-September), and fall 
(October-December), we do not find any significant differences in 
the distribution of arson incidences (~~= 5.03 on 3 d.f.) Thus, 
although there is a monthly variation in the occurrence of the 
arson incidences, there is no seasonal variation. Simi)arly, 
even if the total number of arson incidences increased from 263 
in the first four months of 1980, to 289 during the corresponding 
period for 1981, (an increase of about 9.9%) monthly comparisons 
for these periods incidcate no significant changes in the occur
rence of arsons. 

Tabe 4.2 below shows the distribution of arson incidences by 
day of the week for the year 1980. We notice that the highest 
number of incidences occur on Mondays followed by Thursdays and 
Sundays. The lO\'Jest number of arsons took place on Wednesdays (See. .. 
Figure 4.2). We also find that these variations are not signifi
cant at the 5 %1 eve 1 of con f ide n c e,( X 2.. = 4. 506 on 6 d. f . ) so:' 
that the arsons are more or less evenly distributed for each day 
of the week. 

TABLE 4.2: Distribution of arson incidences by days of t'he 
': ~ 

~ ; 
week for the year 1980 

Arson Incidence 
Day 

Cumulative 
Number Percent Percent 

Sunday 122 14.63 14.63 
.Monday 136 16.31 30.94 
Tuesday 116 13.91 44.84 
Wednesday 107 12.83 57.67 
Thursday 125 14.99 72.65 
Friday 114 13.67 "86.33 
Saturday 114 13.67 100.00 

Total 834 100.00 

:1 
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The following table, Table 4.3,. gives the distributiOntOft 
arson inc1dences by month and by day of the w~ek. ~h~n w~ e~ 
the hypothe~is of no significant differe~c~s 1n thed1strl~ut~on 
of arson incidences by day, usfng the Fr1edman two-way a~~ ~s~s 
of variance method, we find that Xl. = 5.554 on 6 d.f., w 1C 1S 
less than the tabl e val ue. Hence we concl ude that there are 

. . d s by month of the 'year and by days TABLE 4.3: Distribution of arson 1nC1 ence 
of the week for the year 1980. 

,. 

Day of the Week --1T0tal . Month 

1 Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

January 8 7 3 1 9 6 6 40 
February 8 11 9 9 16 12 7 72 
March 9 16 13 11 12 8 13 82 
April 10 10 10 7 12 10 10 69 
May 13 12 11 10 14 13 15 88 
June 14 10 7 16 9 7 14 77 
July 11 15 14 4 9 7 7 67 
August 6 9 4 12 8 13 10 62 
September 11 9 13 7 12 8 6 66 
October 6 10 6 12 7 14 4 59 
November 13 11 10 12 10 8 12 76 
December 13 16 16 6 7 8 10 76 

t 

" 

107 125 114 114 834 ~" Total 122 136 116 
"J 

p , 

. . the di stri buti'on of arson . '., • ~o ~ignificant d1fferences ~nd' of the week. Again when we ~est.a S1m1 ar ~ 
1ncldences by month for ea~ ay 2 _ 21 912 on 6 d.f., Wh1Ch 1S .' i 
hypo~h~sis for month 0 we f1 n~ th;t~ .. n i fi c·a n ce . Th e p rece din g re~ u 1 ts 
sigl11f1cant at the 5%1 1 e~e 0 l~d:d from the distribution of arson 
confirm what we have a re~ ~ conca . . b'th In addition. we 
inci dences by day and a $1£111 ~l" dfs~~l~gf~~ns i~ n}o~ r month th a t not 0 n 1 y 
conclu~e f·rom.the above .e~. 0 the distribution by month but alsoby days signiflcant dlfferences eX1S 1n " 
among these months. 

. th d t in Table 4 3 is shown in 'Table 4.4. 
We ~e:t1roa;~~:i:a~te Vt~~t~hee f?~valUee i~ aSignificant ·for months while it is not 
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TABLE 4.4: Analysis of va~iance of'the distribution of arson incidences 
by months of the year and by days of the week 

I 
Degrees Source 

of Sum of Mean Sum F-Val ue Fr...epdom ~quares of Squares 
Months 11 , 243.000 23~000 2.481* 
Days 6 44.738 7.456 1.243 

Error 66 611.833 9.270 . 
I Total 

I 
83 899,0::-5J1 

I 
I .. I. 

-<-;. 

*Significant at the 5% level of significance. 

significant for days. These are the results we already obtained through 
theX?-- test. Noreoyer, as ~hown below, th.e. statistical test based 
on studenti zed range' (fortesti.ng the di fferences ·amo.ng. means)' a],so shows 
significant differences in the me~in number of. arson incidences by month. 

In Table 4.5, the mean numbers of arson incidences are arranaed 
in ascending order. Using the methOd of Newman and Keuls1 we find-that 
the mean for the month of January only differs significantly from the mean for 
November, December, ,June, March and May. However, as can be seen from 
Table 1.5, this does not seem to be the case for the months of January 
and ~1arch of 1981. Thus we may not find a similar pattern for 1981. 

TABLE 4.5: Mean number of arsons per day for the twelve months of 1980, 
arrangea in ascending order. 

Month/ J~,nuary October August September JUlyl April February November ,December[ Jun; I March May ~.; 

Mean ", 5.71 8.44 8.86 9.43 9.57 9.86 10.29 10.86 10.86 11.00il1.71 12.57 . , 

C) 

1 Snedecor, G.W~, and Cochran, W:G., "Statistical Nethods", 1967, 6th edition 
The Iowa Stat~ Universit,y. Press, Ames, Iowa. 
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4.3 ANALYSIS OF ARSONS BY HOUR 

We have seen in, Chapter I, see Table LI1, that the arson 
incidences decrease from midnight till 9:00 a.m., and increase again 
till midnight of the next day. SimilarlY, we observed that there 
are roughly two and a hal f times more aY'sons 'duri ng the ni ne hour 0 

period 3:00 p.m. - midnight than during the period 3:00 a.m.-12 noon 
In this section we examine these and similar patterns for the twelve 
month period of 1980. .. 

TABLE 4.6: Distribution of arson indi~1nces by 3-hour time periods 
of the day for the year l~ aD~ 

\_r--_/ 

" 

Time Period Frequency Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 
, 

0-3 100 11.99 11.99 
3-6 71 8.51 20.50 
6-9 31 3.72 24.22 
9-12 72 8.63 

" 
32.85 

12-15 112 13.43 46.28 
141 16.92 

;:;, 

63.20 15-18 
18-21 148 17.74 80.94 
21-24 159 19.06 100.00 r 

' .. 

Total 834 100.00 -
"---. 

We notice that the distribution 'of arson incidences in Tabie 4.6 
above is somewhat similar to the one we observed earlier in Table 1.11. 
There are 2.3 times more arsons during the hours 12 ~ 21 than during 
the hours 3 -12 noon. Similarly, there are about two and a half 
times more arsons during the hours 15-24 than during the hours 3-12 
noon. Furthermore, we notice that there are'on an average 58 
arsons occurring in any three-hour period from 3:00 'a.m. to 12 noon 
while there are '140 such incidences (an inctrease of 141.4%) taking 
place during a three-hour period in the time interval 12 noon.thr~ugh 
midnight. Application of the Kolmogrov-$mirnov test to the dlstrl
butionof arson incidences in Table 4.6 shows that it is significantly 
different fr6m the theoretical distribution, i.e.: when ~he arson 
incidences are assumed to be uniformly d"isttributed throughout these 
time peri ods. ' } ; 

0' 
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We ~ow consider the distribution of arson incidences by 3'-hour 
time perlOd for each month of 1980 (See Table 4.7 below')~'We find that 

TABLE 4.7: Distribution of arson incide~~es by months of the year and by 3-hour 
, time peri ods of the aay for we year 1980., 

Month Arson Incidenc~s for the Hours Total 

0-3 3-6 6-9 9-1.2 12-1'5 15-18 18-21 2h24 

January 4 2 1 7 7 5 3 11 40 
February 12 5 3 4, 8 '9 14 17 72 
March 8 9 2 6 15 16 12 14 82 

" April 12 3 2 3 9 16 1Q 14 ,) 69 
May 9 6 3 7 13 20 '? r5 15 88 /; 
June 7 10 1 6 6 15 16 16 77 
July 8 7 J> 5 6 7 10 14 10 67 
August 12 3 3 ' 3 4 7 18 12 62 
September 4 4 1 6 6 14 12 19 66 
October 6 7 3 9 10 6 10 8 59 
November 8 5 3 7 16 10 13 14 76 
December 10 10 4 8 11 13 11 9 76 

Total 100 71 31 72 112 141 148 159 834 

i~ g~neral there is more arson activity during the time period'3 p m to 12 
mldn1~ht for e~ch month of the year. The analysis of variance for th~ above 

"data 1S shown In the following table. 
(> 

TABLE 4.8: Analysi~of variance of the distribution of arson incidences 
by month3 of the year and by 3-~our time periods of the day. 

Source, Degrees Sum of , Mean Sum 
of Squares of 

Freedom Squares 

Month 11 212.625 19.330 
Hour 7 1154.292 164.899 
Error 77 687.708 8.931 
Total " 95, 2054.625 I -*S· . 

0 . 19n1f1cant at the 5% level of slgn1flcance. 
**Significant ;at the 1% level of significance. 

", 

F I 

2.164* 
18.464** 

~ 

,. 
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We notice that the F-value is significant for both months and 
hours. For the variable "monthll we have. already seen ;n Sec.4,~that 
the mean number of arson, for the month of January differ signfficantly 
from those for the months of f.1arch, May, June, November and December. 
We will now make similar comparisons for the variable IIhour." 

Arranging the mean number of arson incidences per month by hour 
as in the following table, we apply the Newman and Keul's test. Using 

TABLE 4.9: Mean number of arsons per month for the 3-hour time periods of 
a day, ,.arranged in ascending order. 

Hour 

\ 
6-9 3-6 

\ 
9-12 

\ 
0-3 12-15 15-18 18-21 \ 21-24 

Mean 2.58 5.92 6.00 8.33 9.33 11.74 12.33 13.25 

-
this test we conclude that the mean number of arson incidences Rer month 
differ significantly, at the 5% level of significance, for the following 
three-hour periods: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Cd) 

(e) 

For the time period 6-9, from rest of the three hour 
periods for the day. 
For the time period 3-6, from the hours of 12-15, 15-18, 
18-i::l, and 21-24. 
For the time period 9-12, from the hourS of 12-15, 15-18, 
18-21, and 21-24 (same as in (b) abbve). 
For the time period 0-3, from the hours of 15-18, 18-21" 
and 21-24. c 

For the time period 12-15, from the hours of 18-21, 
and '21-24. 

We conclude from (a) - fd) above that the number of arsons occurring 
during the time periQd midnight to noon is s'ignificantly lower than 
those occurring during the time period noon to midnight. In fact, from 
Table 4.7 we observe that there are only 274 arsons reported during 0-12 
hours and 560 arsons during 12-24 hours. Thus, there are slightly over 
twice the number of arsons during 12-24 hours as compared to the period 
0-12 hours. '. . 

We now consider the distribution of arson incidences by day of 
the week and by hour of the day. This distribution is shown in 

Table 4.10. 

I 

I 
~ 
I' 

I 

( ') 

TABLE 4.10: 

Day 

Sunday 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 

Total 

Distribution of .arson inciA~nces by days of the week 
and by 3-hour tlme periods' of the day. 

Arson incidences for the hours 

0-3 3-6 6-9 9-12 12-15 15-18 18-21 

9 12 7 11 15 22 19 
16 5 2 12 28 18 26 
17 10 5 11 13 17 25 
15 9 3 9 13 20 21 
10 12 

, 
7 16 13 20 26 

18 11 4 8 19 23 12 
15 12 3 5 11 21 19 

100 :,t 71 31 72 ll2 141 148 
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Total 

21-24 

27 122 
29 136 
18 116 
17 107 
21 125 
19 114 
28 114 

159 834 

diff We ~av~f~lreadY s(een, through previous analysis, that the days do not 
er s1gn1 1cantly see Table 4 4) and th t th h . among themselves. (see Table 4 8)· Th· . af e ours ~lffer significantly 

f 
.. .. 1.S 1S urther conflrmed 1"n The anal"s1·s 

o varlance of the above data shown in Table 4.11 below. ~ J 

TABLE 4.11 

Source 

Days 
Hours 
Error 
Total 

Cna1YSiS o! variance of the. di,stribu.tion of arson incidellces 
y days of the week and by 3-nour tUlle peri ods of tne day. 

c; 

Degrees of Sum of Mean Sum F 
Freedom Squares of Squares 

6 67.107 11.184 1.455 
7 1978.786 282.684 17.371 ** 

I 42 '683.464 _ 16.273 
I 55 Ji 2729.357 I I { 
! 0 

**Significant at . 1% level of confldence. 

arso~~ n~~ ~~ter'!1ine fo~ w~i~h time periods do the mean number of 
.. and Keu~ s tesl ~~~:er ~~~n1 f~ cantly. He once agai n use the Ne\'.Jman 
day for the three-h~ur peri~~so~u~p~~e the mean n~mber of ~rsons per 
in Table 4.12 below. yare shown 1n ascendlng order 
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TABLE 4.12: Mean numbers of arsons per day for the 3-hour time peri ods 
of the day, arranged in'ascending order. 

0 

Hour 6-9 3-6 9-12 0-3 12-15 15-18 18-21 21-24 
Mean 4.43 10. 14 10.28 14.28 16.00 20.14 21.24 22.71 

Since the conclusions for the variable II day II are exactly similar 
to those obtai ned i n (a) ~ (e) for the va ri ab 1 e II month, "we do not 
repeat them here. Thus, we conclude that the average number of arsons 
per day or average number of arsons per month foll ow the same pattern 
viz., about twice the arsons occur during the time period 12 noon to midnight 
than during the period midnight to 12 noon. 

" 4.4: ANALYSIS OF ARSONS BY CENSUS TRACTS 

We now examine patterns of arsons, if any; by census tract. Since 
there are large number of census tracts for the City of Newark, numbering 
about 100, we will analyze the data in some detail for those census 
tracts that experienced more arsons. The following table, Table 4.13, 
shows the number of census tracts .. p:~per;enCi·ng one or more arsonS. Since 
repeated arsons of the same structure i..s excluded from the number of arsons 
in this table, the number of arsons for a census tract is equal to the 
number of structures arsoned in that census tract. For sake of simplicity 

TABLE 4.13: Distribution of census tracts (,CT) by the number of 
structures arsoned for the first time during the year 1980 

Number" Number I Number Number of Cumulative Cumulative 
of CTS Number of of of Number of 
Arson,s-: CTs Arsons CT CTs 

0 11 ,.11 11 4 78 
1 9 I 20 12 4 82 
2 7 27 13 2 84 
3 10 37 

. 
14 2 86 

4 5 ·42 16 1 87 
5 6 148 17 5. 92 
6 6 54 " 18 1 93 
7 6 60 19 1 " ,,94 

II 
// 

8 4 64 20 1 95 
9 3 67 22 1 96 

10 7 .74, 25 1 97 c· 

29 1 98 

( ) 

,. 

~~~~-~- ,------ -
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we have also omitted in this table percentages and cumulative percentages 
because t~e total number of census tracts 98 is close to 100. Thus, 
almost 25% of the census tracts in Newark had eleven or more structures 
experi enci ng· arsons du:dng 1980. On the other hand, 'there, were about 25% 
?f the census tracts w~th fewer than three structures experiencing ar~ons 
1n each one of them, w1th about 11% of the census. tracts experiencing no 
arson at a 11 . 

" --Table 4.14 .giv~s .the distribution.of census tracts by intervals of five 
fo: arsons and 1S ~lm11ar to Table 1.2 in presentation. Using the Kolmogrov
Smlrn?V t~st, .we flnd that there are no Significant differences in 
the dlstrlbutlon of census tracts as given is Tables 1.2 and 4.14. 

TABLE 4,.14: Distribution of census tracts (CT), grouped by number 
of arson incidences. 

Number of Number of Cumulative Percent Cumulative Structures CT Number to Percent Arsoned of CT the Total 

0 11 11 11.2 11.2 1-5 37 48 37.8 49.0 6-10 26 74 26.5 75.5 11-15 12 86 12.2 87.7 16-20 9 95 9.2 96.9 21-29 G 98 3.1 100.0 

Total 
l' 

I I I 98 - 100.0 -

Up until now we considered the number of structures arsoned by census 
tracts and the distribution of arson incidences by the specific range of 
arsoned structures. We consider in Table 4.15 the number of arsons 
that took'p,l,ace during 1980 in all 98 census tracts. 

Ii II 
I, 
'I 
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TABLE 4.15: 

j 

I 
. Number of 
; Arsons 
I , 
! 

I 0 
1-5 I 6-10 

11-15 
16-20 
21-25 
26-38 

Total 

Number of arson 
the year 1980. 

Number of!, 
census tracts 

11 
35 
17 
16 
8 
8 
3 

98 

J 

I 
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incidences by census ,tracts (CT) for 

Percent of Cumulative 
census tracts Percent 

", 

11.2 11.2 
35.7 46.9 
17.3 64.2 
16.3 80.5 
8.2 88.7 
8.2 96.9 
3.1 100.0 

I 

100.0 I -

From the above table we notice that almost one-third of ~he census tracts , 
experie~cedll or more arsons. Moreover, one out of every elght c:nsus tr~cts i\', 

had more than twenty arsons, We will analyze the~e cen~us.trac~s l~ some e-
ta,'l in thi s sect; on after ana lyzi ng the i nformatl on for f1 re d1 strl cts~ 

11; 

The distribution of the a~son incidences for th: fiv: fi~e districts (FDs) 
by months is given in Table 4.16. We notice that f1re d~strl~ts ~I and ~h~ave 
fewer arsons each month as compared to the re,st of thefl re d1 stn cts. . 1 S 

is largely due to the smaYlernumber of structures and a less:r ~opulat10n . " 
in these districts. He also notice that the number of arson ,lnc1dence,s vary '~ 
considerably from fire district to fire district. The analys1s ofv?-rlance 

" . r 
I 

TABLE 4.16: Distribution of arson incidences, by "months of the yea'r 'a~!d by 
fire districts" for the year 1980. 

I Month 

-

,1&nuary 
February 
March 
,April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Total ' 

It 

II 
J) 

L __ ---,r---=:-____ +Fi!....!.r..!:e~D~i~s~t!_ri!..::cit::....' ---T---:-:v'll!ota'1 
II I III I IV I - . ~. _. -~= ' ' 

/ .' I 10/ 8 
, 

17 2 4Q 3 
15 4 72 18 14 21 

11 I /19 31 4 82 17 
;/ 14 ,,26 5 69 17 7 /. 

37 6 88 18 9 / 18 
'" 

16 12 22 2~ 3 n 
17 8 19 19 .4 67 
16 8 14 23 1 62 
17 8 21 18 

I~ 

l 66 
16 4 17 22 0 59 -

2 76 8 14 25 27 
6 76 23 10 15 22 

212 I 102 202 279 39 834 

I 

presented in Table 4.17 also brings out this fact because even at the 
O:5%.1~vel of Significance the F-value for fire districts is highly" slgmflcant. 
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TABLE 4.17: AnaJysis of variance of arson incidences, by mQnths of the year a~~d 
by fire districts. 

Source I Degrees of Sum of Mean Sum F-Value Freedom " Squares of Squares -. I 
Month 11 340.2 30.927 4.339* Fi re Di s tri cts 4 3303.567 825.892 115.866** Error 44 313.633 7.128 
Total 59 3957.4 *F-val lJe si nificant at the 0% I eve i of s i 9111 t1 cance. 9 

**F-value significant at the 1% level of significance. 

When we test the mean number of arsons for fire districts, we find that 
( SeeTable 4.18) there is no significant difference in the mean number 
of arsons for fire districts I and III. However, fire districts II and V 
differ Significantly, at the 5% level of significance, from fire districts 
I, III, and IV. Similarly, fire districts I and III differ significantly 
from fire district ·IV, and fire districts II differs Significantly 
from fire district V. 

TABLE 4.18: Mean number of arsons for fire districts, arranged in 
ascendj,ng o~der. 

Fire 
Distdct 
Mean 

V 
3.25 

II 
8.5 

I I IV 
17.667 23.25 

We e
no \'! 'ef(ami.ne how the arson i t:lci dences occur. by month wi thi n each 

fite district, That is, for which months of the "year 1980 there are more 
arsans in ct, fire district. Such infa.rmation is useful for planning and 
utilizing manpower and"it seems appropriate to consider it here. 

Table 4.19 gives themanths for each fire district ranked (within 
each fire)ijistrict) in the descending order of magnitudes of the number, 
of arsons for each month. Thus, rank 1 m9ans the fiighest number af arsons 
for the month shown against it for a fire district. Then for rank 2, the 
manth shown against it in the same fire district will have fewer arsons 
for that month th~n the morith ranked 1 but gY'eater than any of the remai ni ng 
of the months and.so OPe FQr convenienc~, months are numbered,1-12 u~ing 
the standard can venti on for manths i. e., January = 1, February"= 2 and so on. 

\\ 
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TABLE 4.19: Arson incidences ranked in descending order of 
within each fire district, for twelve tbe'~bJelv'e'::-
months of 1980. 
( Note: Numbers in the body of table are monthc::') 

Fire District 
Rank I II -Ill IV V 

1 11 2 6 5~. 1~} 2 12 6 2} :3'-' 
3 ~} 3 9" 4 4 
4 12 ~} 11 n 5 

H 
5 6 

6 j} 5 8 
7 10} 10~ 6 
8 12 12 

~} 9 In In 7 
10 4 9 11 
11 10 1 8 
12 1 1 1 ,2 10 
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}-symbol means the number of arson incidences for these months are the same. 

As stated earlier, the information in Table 4.19 can be employed 
to plan and use available resources. Since the ranks are assigned 
\'lithin each fire district, they provide no clue to the relative maftlnitude 
of ranks for any two fire districts. For example, the month of May 
expedenced the highest number of arsons for fire districts IV and V, 
and these are res~ective1y 37 and 6. Therefore, it'wi1l not be advjs~b1e 
to allocate equal manpower to these fire districts for May on the ~~?is; 
of the ranks. Thus, for inter-district allocation of resources for' ~ 
"each month, it will be 'necessary to use Table 4.16.'1 

; 

To illustrate how informat~on in Tables 4.-16 and 4.19 can be'used, 
consider fire districts I and III. We notice from Table 4.'19 that'the 
highest number of arson incidenceso~e~rr~d~iO the months 'of:Navember' and , 
June for fire districts I and III respectively. Thus, it may be possible 

~~n~~e'o:r;u::~oU;sC:~miO:g f~;:t d:ls1trii~\~e f~;m:if;r d~gt~ict l~:s~Uf~i~~ Jf?-
trtcts,except for the occurrence of.the arson incidences, we"notice from 
Table 4.16 that fire district I needs about one and a half times more resources 
during November than that of in the month of June (because there are one 
and a half times more arsoQs in November than in June). Similarly, in the" 
case of fire district III, we need about one and a half times more resources 
duri ng June than in the month', of November. Thus, it may "be poss i b 1 e to 
use some resources from fire district I for fire district III durinn June 
and similarly use. some r~source.s from fire district III for 'fire di~tr;ct 
I duri ng ~lovember~ ..' ~ 

if i ) 
" .~~ 

, 

o 
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We now consider th~ distribution of census tracts which experienced 
more than 20 arsons during 1980. There were 11 slJc:h census tracts with 
278.arson incidences, whtch was abnut one-third of all the arson incidences 
durlng 1980. Table 4.20 gives their distributions by month. The months 
of.Jan~ary, April, October, November, and December had 73 arson incidences 
WhlCh 1S about one-fourth of all arson incidences for these cenSus tracts. 
The ClvE;!rage number of arsons for these five months is 15 and for the rest 
of the.seven m9ntrys it is 29, which is significantly higher than the 
precedlng statlstlc. The months of February, March, and June experienced the 
most arsons ,followed ':Jy May,July, August, and September. 

TABLE 4.20: Distribution of arson inC'idences for. the census tracts (CT) \'Jith 
more than 20 arsons during the year 1980. 

Month FD-I I FD-II FD-II I I FD-IV 
Census Tract 

Total 
Census Tract, Census Tract I Cens us Tract Number Number Number Number 9 14 24 57 67 86 92 96 97 35 49 

January 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 3 - 11 February - 3 2 4 2 1 9 3 3 5 2 34 March 4 - 2 :\:' 4 2 6 2 3 3 3 1 30 April 2 2 - 1 1 - 3 - 1 5 - 15 May " 3 2 2 2 4 - 1 2 6 2 5 29 June 2 3 5 4 5 4 4 2 - - 4 33 July ". 2 2 5 l' 2 4 4 1 2 - 2 25 
August - 4 1 4 1 5 1 2 1 7 1 27 
September 1 3 - - 4 7 3 3 2 3 1 27 
October 4 - 1 - ~ - 4 - - 2 2 13 
November ~ 2 1 2 1 - 4 1 1 - 4, 16 
December 2"" 1 1 1 2 1 2 3 2 3 18 \_1 . -Total 21 23 21 23 25 29 38 .21 22 33 22 278 

Note: " .. " indicates no arsons. 

In the fol1owinq table, Table 4.21 we give the total number of arson 
incidences for the census tracts in Table 4.20 by fire districts and for each 
month of 1980. The second part of ttlis table gives months ranked by the 
number of arsons in descending order of magnitude with rank 1 assigned within 
a fire district to the month for vlhich the highest number of arsons occurred and 
sp,on. We notice from Tables 4.l9;and 4.21 th~t the ranks for all arsons and 
those for selected census tra~ts dlffer. We wlll now examine the. .correlations 

1\ 
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TABLE 4.21: Distribution of arson incidences and their ranks by fi"re 
districts and by months for census tracts (CT) experiencing 
more than ,20 arsons during the ,)lear 1980. 

Months ranked by 
Month "Number of arsons for F.D. Rank arsons for F .0. 

,:) '.' 

I II III IV Total I II III IV 

January 3 1 4 3 11 1 6 6 2 8 
February 5 6 16 7 34 2 7 n 9 ~} March 6 6 14 4 30 3 5 3 
April 4 ,c- 2 4 5 15 4 3 7 4 
May 7 6 9 7 29 5 J} 8 6 

~} June 10 9 10 4 33 6 9 ~} July 9 3 11 2 25 7 Ii} 9 
August 5 5 9 8 27 8. 4} 12 10 
September 4 4 15 4 27 9 9 12 11 11 
October 5 - 4 4 13 10 12 4 In l~} November 3 3 6 4 16 11 Ii} 1 

8 3 18 
. 

12 10 7 December 4 3 
Total 65 48 no 55 278 

} - Symbol means the number of arson incidences for these months are the same. 

of the these ranks. For fire districts I and IV the Speerman rank 
correlations are rs = 0.112 and rs= 0.357 respectively. Since t~ese 
correlations are not significant, we con~lude that the arsons taklng,: 
place throughout these. districts are not necessa~t1y affected by arsons 
occurring in these census tracts. Furthermore, 1n the context of, 
planning and utili~ng the manpower within these districts, the above 

, results can also be interpreted as follows: Any efforts to reduce I 
arson throughout these districts will have little effect on the nU,nibJr , 
of arsons occurring in the selected cen~u, tvacts. Hence it may be,he1pf~1 
to make separate efforts, assuming these .censu.s tr.acts as separ,3.te,entities" 
This is, however, not the case for flre d1str1cts II and III. Here 
we have r = 0.874 and rs = 0.816 for fire districts II and III resoective1y. 
Moreover,s both of these correlations are highly significant at the 5% 'level 
of significance. Hence if we make efforts to reduce arson for the 
district as a whole we will also be raducinQ arson for the selected 
census tracts and vice versa. These resulti seem toobe consistent with 
the fact that out of the total number of 102 arsons in fire district JI, 
(See 'fable 4.16), 48 nave occurred in the selected census tracts~ Slml1ar1y, 
for fire district III the corresponding figures are 202 and 110. 

n 

Here ~e have considered the distribution of arson incidences by month 
and census tracts and shown how we can profit from the analysis of this 
data in planning to reduce arson. Similar ana1ysis.can be done using the . 
variables day and hour instead of month. However, lt seems that the analys1s 
presented in S~G. 4.2 and Sec. 4.3 for these variables should prove help-
ful along with lhe above analYSis for planning purposes. 

( ') 

I 
,II 
1 

4.5 ANALYSIS OF ARSONS BY LUNAR TRENDS: 

Lunar cycl e. often affects· the human mental behavior and 
especially so for those mentally ill. Icove and Keith1 repoy-ted 
that these lunar cycles also affect arson activities. For example, 
they re~ort that 69% of incendiary fires took place within a ±4 
day perlod surrounding the full moon phases. Also, 55% of all the 
incendial~ fires were during the full moon phase. In thi.s section 
we will examine whether similar trends exist for Newark. 

In Table 4.22 we present the total number of arson incidences 
for the four day period before and after the new/full moon phase 

76 

for the new/full moon day. and for the remainder of the month. ' 
Since the full moon wason January 2, 1980, only one day before it 
is considered instead of the usual four day. period for the month of 
January. Simi 1 arly, for the month of March 1980 there were t~JO full 
moon days and both are considered. Also, for comparisons all four 
days before or after the new/full moon day were included in the month 
in which the new/full moon day occurred even though oortions of these 
days belonged to the preceding or the following month. 

, In reading Table 4.22 it should be noted that the totals for 
before and after new/full moon days are for four days and hence they 
are generally much "1 arger than the corresponding new/full day. We 
find from this table that except for the month of June the percent 

fl
of arson incidences during the lunar phases exceeds 50% and reaches 
up to 70~. (Here we have excluded the ,percentage for the month of 
March WhlCh had 14 days of lunar phase instead of the usual nine days.) 
Overall, 60%. of the arsons occur during '18. days of a calendar month. 
That-is, six-tenth of the arsons occur during the six-tenths of the 
month that represents lunar phases. 0 

We note from Table 4.22 that 340 arson incidences occurred during 
the non-lunar phases days totalling 148 days. Similarly, 502 arso~ 
incidences occurred during 218 (218=366":148) days of lunar-phases in 
1980. Thus, about 2.3 arsons occurred per day during the lunar-phases 
as well as non-lunar-phases days. Hence there is no difference in the 
occurrence of arson incidences per day during the lunar-phases and the 
non-lunar-phases days for the year 1980. A closer look at these distribu
tions is taken later in Table 4.23. 

1, D.J •. lcove, and P.E.Keith (1981): Principles of Incendiary Crime 
Ana1ysls: Approach to arson inforll]iition management. 
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TABLE 4.22~ Distribution of arson incidences by lunar phases and by 
months for the year 1980. 

Remainder No. of Arsons for the New No. of Arsons for Full I Total Percent 

Mcmth of the Month Moon Phase Moon Phase No.of to 

~~~ i I 
Arsons total 

No.of No.of Four Four Four for for , 

Arsons Days Days Days . Hays Moon the 
before New after Total before Full After Total Phases month 
New Moor New Full Moon Full 
Moon Day Moon Moon Day Moon 

January 12 12 3 0 12 15 2 0 11 13 28 70.0 

February 27 11 13 0 7 20 2 4 11 17 37 51.4 
10 2 6 18 

March 22 12 14 4 9 27 -10-- -3- - H3- - 31- .. 76 85.4* 

April 33 12 8 2 12 22 7 1 6 14 36 52.2 

May 43 15 11 2 7 20 14 7 9 ) 30 50 56.8 

June 36 12 12 1 9 22 9 3 3 15 37 48.0 

July 22 11 7 1 18 26 8 2 8 18 44 65.7 

August 30 13 7 0 8 15 8 2 7 17 32 51.6 

September 24 12 10 3 8 21 5 2 14 21 42 63.6 

October 27 13 4 0 6 10 12 0 10 22 32 54.2 

November 34 12 9 3 9 21 11 2 8 21 42 55 •. 3 

('cember 30 13 7 5 13 25 5 4 12 21 46 60.5 

- Total 340 148 105 21 118 244 103 32 123 258 502 60.2 

*Does not include incidences that occurred in April. 

Although, Kolmogroy-Smirnov test shm'ls that the distrib~tion by fl}onth 
for new moon and fun moon days rliffers significantly at the'5% level of signi
ficance, the mean number of ars6n, in~idences for these days do rot differ signi-
ficantly (t ~ O.99~; d.f.= 23). 

To compar~ the arson activities before or af~er new/full moon days 
with the corresponding new/full moon daysJwe "conslder the mean number of 
arson incidences for these days. as shown in Table 4.?3:. ~ere .we ~est the 
hypothesis of no significant difference in the sampllng dlstrlbutlon of 
the number. of arsons for time periods being compared. 

-The Kolmogrov,,'ISnirnov test shows significant differencesb~tween the 
distributions of the mean number of arsons for the four day perlod before 
new moon and that on the day of the new moon. A simi.1ar conclusion is also 
drawn when we compare the distribution of the mean ntimber of arsons; for 
four-day period after the new(~oon. When we compare th~ mean number of . 
arsons for the rest of the mon'th and the new moon, we .flnd that the respectwe 
distributions also differ significantly. Hence all the preceding distdbutions 
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TABLE 4.23: Mean number of arson incidences for four days before and 
after new/full moon day, and for the remainder of the month. 

Remainder Mean Number of Arson Mean Nu'mber of Arsol":'S Mean for 
Month of the for ~e\'1 Moon Phase for Full Moon Phase all Days 

Month of Moon 
Four Four All Four Four All Phases 
Days Days Nine /bays Days Nine 

Before New I After Days Before Full After Days 
I New Moon New of New Full Moon Full of Full I 
! Moon . Day :::CMoon Mooli. i Moon Day Moon Moon 

Phase I Phase 
! 

January ,'/ 1.00 0.75 0 3.00 1.67 0.50 0 2.75 1.44 1.56 
February 2.45 3.25 0 1.75 2.22 0.50 4.00 2.75 1.89 2.06 
March 1.83 3.50 4.00 I 2.25 3.00 2.·50 2.50 3.00 2.72 2.81 
April 2.75 2.00 2.00 3.00 2.44 1. 75 1.00 1.50 1.56 2.00 
May 2.87 2.75 2.00 1. 75 2.22 3.50 7.00 2.25 3.33 2.78 
June 2.00 3.00 1.00 2.25 2.44 2.25 3.00 0.75 1.67 2.06 
July 2.00 1. 75 1.00 4.50 2.89 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.44 
August 2.31 1.75 0 2.00 1.67 2.'00 2.00 1. 75 1.89 1. 78 
September 2.00 2.50 3.00 2.00 2.33 1.25 2.00 3.50 2.33 2.33 
October 2.08 1.00 0 1.50 1.11 3.00 0 2.50 2.44 1.78 
November 2.83 2.25 3.00 2.25 2.33 2.75 2.00 2.00 2.33 2.33 
December 2.31 1. 75 5.00 3.25 2.78 1.25 4.00 3.00 2.33 2.56 
Mean* I 2.30 2.19- 1. 75 2.46 2.26 1.98 2.46 2.36 2.20 2.14 

- . . . 
* Hean - (Total no. of arsons)/(Total no. of days) i!no 1S obtalned from Table 4.22 . 

i.e., those corresponding to mean number of arsons before and after new 
moon da~, and for the remainder of the monUI J a re com; n9 from the same 
POpul~tlO~ an?'each one of these distributions differs significantly from 
the d1str1but10n of the number of arson incidences on the new moon day. 

We also notice from Table 4.23 that at the most for five months the 
number of arsons ·on the new moon day exceed the mean number of arsons before 
or after that day. Hence the data for the four day period before and after 
pew.m90~ does not support the general findings that the peak of arson 
act1vltles o~curs on the new moon day, (See lcove and Keith.)1 In fact, the 
Kolmogrov-Smlrnov test shows that there are more arson activities' on days before 

and after. the new moon than on the new moon day. The overalJ mean for the 
four day perlod before or after the new moon does not differ si"gnif'icantly 
~ro~ the overall mean for the new moon day. Thus, the mean number of arson 
l~clde~c~s for the four day period bef<:>re or ,after the full moon day is some
wa slmll ar to the numn,er of arsons occurring on the new mO,on day. 

1D.J. leove and P.E. Keith (1981), op.cit. 
II 
',I 
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Comparison of the distribution of the'mean number of arson incidences 
for the four-day period before the full moon to a similar distribution for the 
full moon day shows significant differences between these two distributions. 
However, there exists no significant difference between t,he distribution 
for the number of arsons on the full moon day and the mean number of arsons 
for a four-day period after the full moon. Similar conclusion ca~ ~e 
drawn when we compare the distributions of arsons for the full me jay 
to that of the average number of arsons for the remainder of the ",..-lIth. 
Finally, we conclude from the Kolmogrov-Smirnov test that there is more 
arson activity on the full moon day than the average for the preceding 
four days only. Thus, the data for Newark does not support that there 
are more arson activities on the furl moon day than the average for the 
four days following it. 

SUMr~ARY 

In this chapter we have analyzed the data for the variables IImonth," 
I!day-,II IIhdur,1l and "census tracts" to find if there exist any specific 
patterns for committing arsons in Newark. W~ ~o~nd tha~, although the Il10nth 
of January experienced the lowest arson actlVltles dur.lng 1980, such was not 
the case during 1981. This suggests that there are no significant differences 
in the arson activities oy month during 1980. Similarly, we find that there are 
no significant seasonal variations or day'to dp,y variations in the arson 
activities. Also, the data do . not support that there is an increased 
arson activity on weekends than on the week days. On the other hand, 
more arsons take place on Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays than on 
Saturdays and Sundays. However, significant differences do exist in the 
commission of arsons for different hours of each day of the week. For example, 
there are twice the number of arsons during the twelve-hour time 
period from twelve noon to' midnight than during the time period midnight 
to twelve 1100n. There are also substantial and significant differences 
in arson activities for shorter time intervals than the said twelve-hour periods. 

The analysis of arsons by structure shows that about fifty new 
structures are torched every month. About 72% of all arsons are one time 
arsons during the Year,affecting 87% of all the arsoned structures. This 
clearly suggests that arson is wide spread in Newark. Had the case been 
otherwise, 50% or fewer structures would have been affected by a single 
arson during this period. Another, indication of the widespread arson is 
the fact that almost 90% of the census tnacts are affected by it. 

Almost 83% of the arsons occur in fire districts I, III, and IV, 
with one-third (33.4%) occurring in fire district IV. Thus, 
fire district IV experienced significantly high proportions of arso~ 
during 1980. " 
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In our earlie'r analysis we observed that there are no significant 
differences 'in the distribution of ~rsons by month. However, analysis 
of the data for census trac~s ~x~erienc~ng more than twenty arsons during 
1980 shows that there are :lgnlflcant dlfferences in the distribution 
of the number of arson lncldences by month. During the year, the months 
of February, March, and June experienced the most arsons for these census 
tracts. 

Finally; the analysis of lunar trends shows that six-tenths of the 
arsons occur during six-tenths of the month which is the period corres-
ponding to the full and new moon phases. Furthe~ there is more arson 
activity on the full-moon day than on the new-moon day, but the mean numb~r 
of arsons Jor each month are not significantly different for these two days. 

There are higher mean numbers of arsons during the remainder of the month, 
four-day period before the new moon, or four-day period after the new moon than 
on the new moon-day itself. This trend for NeWark is quite contrary to 
the g~ne:a~ly obs~rved trend: For the full-moon phase we found that there 
are slgmflcant dlfferences 1n the distributions of the mean number of 
arsons for the fu ll-moon da.Y as compared to a four-day peri od before 
the full moon .. In this case, the.;d~t~ does support the g'eneral finding: 
that there, at:e 1 ncreased arson actl Vl tl es on the full-moon day than on the 
four-day perlod before the full-moon day. 

the 
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CHAPTER V 

REPEATt::D ARSONS 

tli.?>-
.:> 5.1 INTRODUCTION 

([ 

In the last chapter we studied the patterns of arson for 
structures experiencing a single arson during 1980 as well 
as those structures that were arsoned more than once during the 
same period (called repeated arsons here). We have also seen in 
,Table 4.1 that 13% of the population of structures experienced 
28% of the arsons during 1980. Each structure among these experienced 
two or more arsons during this period. It may be interesting to 
study the characteristics of these arsons relative to the variables 
of month, day~ hour, and census tracts of occurrence of these arsons. 
Also, to study patterns for these arsons, we consider only those 
repeated arsons that occurred during~the year 1980 and not the 
entire study period. The phrase "repeated arsons" is used here to 
mean arsons of the same structure more than once. Also, "all 
arsons" or "all arson incidences" means arsons of all structures 
be it once or more than once. 

There were in all 261 repeated arsons during 1980 and accounted for 
about 31% of the total number of 834 arsons during the same period. 
These 261 arsons occurred in 90 "new structures that were ignited 
dur1ng 1980. Th~s,.every new structure ,that exp~rienced,more than one arson 
~ur1ng 1980 was 19n1ted on an average of three tlmes dur1ng 1980. From 
Table 4.1 we see that about 73% of the structures among those 
having blO or more arsons, experienced two arsons and about 12% 
experienced three arsons during 1980. This also ihaicates 
that arson is widespread in Newark. Otherwise, we would have ex
pected much hlgher frequency of repeated arsons for a small number 
of structures. 

5.2 ANALYSIS OF REPEATED ARSONS BY HONTH AND BY DAY. 

In Table 5.1 the distribution of repeated arsons by month is 
given. The month of January has the lowest number of arson incidences 
in the case of repeated arsons (Table 5.1) as well as in the case 
of all arsons (Table 1.5). However, for other months the order is 
quite different. For example, the highest number of arsons, 88 occur 
in the month of r~ay in the case of all arsons wh i 1 e November ex-
perienced the highest number of repeated arsons. (However, the Kolmogrov
Smirnov test shows that there is no significant difference between 
the two distributions.) Moreover, since the Spearman's rank co-
orelation coefficient r ='0.547 is significant at the 5% level of 
significance, we concluae that there is a significant correlation 
beb/een the number of all arson incidences occurring every month 
and the numbel~ of repeated arsons occurri ng in that month. Thus, any 
efforts to reduce all arsons will also help in reducing the incidences 
of repeated arsons. Finally, we notice that there is no significant 
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difference in ,the occurrence of the number of repeated arson, for the 
f( 0XU{_ se3aOs0

77
ns of a year, i.e., wi nter, spri ng, summer and fall 

-. ,on 3 d. f. ) . 

TABLE 5.1:- Distribution of repeated arson by months for the year 1980. 

f10nth Re~eated Arsons 

Cumulative 
Number Percent' percent 

January 8 3.06 3.06 February 24 9.20 12.26 March 2'1 8.·04 20.30 
April 12 

> 

4.60 24.90 r'lay 26 9.96 34.86 June 31 11.88 46.74 
July 23 8.81 55.55 August 22 8.43 63.98 September 25 9.58 73.56 
October 15 5.75 79.31 November 34 13.03 92.34 December 20 7.66 100.00 
Total 261 100.00 --

Similarly, the largest number of repeated arsons occur on 
Sundays,(See Table 5.2) while the largest number of all arsons 
?ccurs on f'londays. Thus, we find that the pattern of arc;on incidences 
lS somewh?t ~ifferent f?r ~he days of a week. 'The Kolmogrov-Smirnov test 
does not lndlcate any slgnJfi~ant difference between the distribution 
by ~ay of repeated ~r,sons an?'~ll arsons .. Also, we 'find that the Spear~-
man s rank corr~latl0n coefflclent rs = 0.5804 is not Significant at 
the 5% level of siQnificance. ,This i~dicates that the number of incide ces §t rf~eated arson IS itshnot signi1ficantlyrelated to the 'number of1inci,def,ces 

a ars?ns. n o. er woras, a.me~s~re to reduc~ all arsons by day of 
the week wl1l not brlng about a slgnlflc~nt reductlon in the number of' 
repeated arsons by day of the week. 

d 
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TABLE 5.2:- Distribution of repeated arsons by day of the week 
for the year 1980. 

Day Repeated Arson 

Cumulative 
Number Percent percent 

Sunday 49 18.77 18.77 
Monday 41 15.71 34.48 
Tuesday . 37 14.18 48.66 

Wednesday 32 12.26 60.92 
:rhul~sday 34 13.02 73.95 
Friday 30 11.49 85.44 
Saturday 38 14.56 100.00 

Total 261 100.00 --

Let us now consider the distribution of repeQ.ted arsons by 
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month and by day as shown in Table 5.3. Using the Friedman's two-way 
analysis of variance technique, we find that ~~ = 22.005 (on 
6 d.f.) is significant at the 5% level of significance. Thus, we 
reject the hypothesis that there are no significant differences in 
the occurrence of repeated arsons every month when thei~ distribu
tions are considered by each day of the week. In other words, there 
are significant differences in the occurrence of the repeated arsons 
by each day of the week for the t"/el ve months of the year 1980. 
Far'""l::Xcnnp 1 e, there were more arsons on Sundays" r10ndays or Tuesdays 
than on any otherdaJ of the week during December. Similarly, Satur
days or Sundays experienced more 'arsons (luring June than any other 
day of the week. When-'We test a 'similar hypothesis for the days of 
the-week, viz.'; that there are no significant differences in the ·dis
tri but; on of repeatei:l arsons for days of the week \'1hen these di stri
butions are considered monthwise, then since the obser.ved value of 
'XJ= 6.768, (on 1 d:f:j is nof'significant'at ·the 5% level' of signifi.-' , 
cance, we conclud8~that there is no signifi~ant difterence in the 
distribution of repeated arsons by.days.of the week for each month 
of the year. It may be recalled that we reached exactly siniila"t con-; 
clusions \'/hen we tested the preceding type of hypotheses for all arsons. 

• 1 
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Month Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 
. 

January 4 1 0 0 2 1 0 February 4 1 4 5 4· 3 3 March 2 4 1 3 ) 2 3 6 

~pril 
" 

3 2 1 1 2 1 2 
~1ay 3 4 3 2 3 5 6 
June 9 3 4 3 2 2 8 

July 2 6 8 3 2 1 1 August 4 3 2 3 2 6 2 
September 5 2 4 3 6 4 1 

October 1 3 1 5 3 1 1 
November 7 7 4 4 4 2 6 
December 5 5 5 0 2 1 2 

Total 49 41 37 '. 32 34 30 i,1 38 
I 

The analysis of variance of the above data is shown in the following 
~able. It confirms that there is a significant difference 
1n the number of repeated arsons occurring each month. 

TABlE"-'5~4:- Analysis of variance of the distribution of repeated arsons by 
months of the year and by days of the week. 

'" 

-Source , Degrees Sum of . Nea.r. Sum J-valye 
of Freedom Squares of Squares 

~10nths 11 86.321 7.847 2.360* \ Days \ 6 20.286 3.281 1.017 
Error 66 .219.429 3.325 

Total 83 326.036 

* Significant at the 5% level of significance. 

Total 

8 
24 
21 

12 
26 
31 

23 
22 
25 

15 
34 
20 

261 
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Month 

Mean 

The following table, Table 5.5, gives the mean number of 
repeated arsons per day by months, arranged in the ascending order 
of magnitude. Using the ~ewman and i\eu1s test we find tiiat the mean 
number of repeated arsons for the moritns of' June and 'November' are 
significantly different from the corresponding figure for the month 
of January. This result is dif.ferent from what we observed for all 
arsons. There the mean number,of arsons for January differed sig
nificantly from the months of March, May, June, November ~nd Decem
ber. Since the preceding result did not hold true for the year 
1981 (S:ee Sec. 4.2) it is expected that in the case of repeated 
arsons, the number of arson incidences will not be significantly 
different from the rest of the study months of 1981. 

\ 

TABLE 5.5:- Mean number of repeated arsons per day, for the twelve 
months of 1980, arranged in ascending order. 
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Jan. Oct. Mar. July Sept. June 
Feb. Dec. Aug. Feb. May 

i 

1.14 1.71 2.14 2.86 3.00 3.14 3.29 3.43 3.57 3.71 4.43 

5.3 ANALYSIS OF REPEATED ARSONS BY HOUR: 

We now consider the distribution of repeated arsons by three-hour 
periods,which is shown in T~ble.5.6. Using the Ko1mogrov-Smirnov 
test we find that there is no significant difference between the 
distribution of all arsons by three-hour period of the day (see 
Table 4.6) and a similar distribution for repeated arsons during 
1980, given in T'able 5.6. There is also a highly signiftcant 
corre1 ati on beb/een all arsons and repeated arsons for the three- ' 
hour periods of the day (Spearman's rank correlation coefficient 
rs =0.9524). Furthermore, we notice from Table 5.6 that about 2.7 
times repeated arsons occur during the hours of 12 noon to 9 p.m. 
as compared to the hours 3 a.m. - 12 noon. We recall that a similar 
statistic for all arsons is 2.3. Thus, we observe thatlthe distributio~1 
of all arsons and repeated arsons are very similar for the three-hour 
time per'j ods. 

Nov 

4.06 

" 

;. 

, 

TABLE 5.6:- Distribution of repeated arson incidences by 3-hour 
time periods of the day for the year 1980. 

r- Repeated Arsons 
Time Cumulative 
Period Frequency Percent Percent 

0-3 24 9.20 9.20 
3-6 22 8.43 17.63 
6-9 12 4.60 22.23 
9-12 17 6.51 28.74 

12-15 37 14.18 42.92 
15-18 46 17 .62 60.54 
18-21 54 20.69 81.23 
21-24 49 18.77 100.00 

Total 261 100.00 --

He"noW' consider the distri'buti0n'.of repeatea arsons for the three-

-------~ 
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hour time periods' by each month of the year 1980, as shown in Table 5.7 below. 

TABLE 5.7:- Distribution of repeated arsons by month and by 3-hour 
tlme periods of the day for the year 1980. 

Repeated Arsons for the Hours 

1·1onth 0-3 3-6 6-9 9-12 12-15 15-18 18-21 21-24 

January 0 'U 1 2 4 0 0 1 
February 3 3 2 0 3 3 7 3 
March 1 2 0 1 5 5 2 5 
April 2 0 0 1 1 3 2 3 
Hay 3 1 1 3 2 6 5 ·5 

i June 3 5 2 2 8 5 5 
July 2 1 1 1- 5 5 4 4 
August 2 2 1 0 3 2 9 3 

\ 

September 2 2 1 0 3 6 4 7 
October 4 1 3 1 1 0 3 2 
November 2 3 1 2 ,.,7\ 4 8 7 
December U 2 0 4 1 4 5 4 

~ 

Total 24 22 12 17 37 46 54 49 

Total 

8 
24 
21 
12 

.. J 26 
. J 

31 
23 

I 22 .. 
25 
15 
34 
20 

261 
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Using Friedman's two-way analysis of variance method, we find 
that the distributions of repeated arsons by months differ signi
ficantly even at the 1% ievel of significance (X2 = 32.521 on 7 d.f.) for 
the three-hour periods. Also, using the same method we find that the 
distribution of repeated arsons by three-hour time periods differ 
significantly, at the 5% level of confidence, for the twelve months 
of 1980. 

TABLE 5.8:- Analysis of variance of the repeated arsons by months 
and by 3-hour time-periods of the day. 

Degrees Sum of -- -.' Mean ~um F-value 
Source of Squares of 

Freedom Squares 

r.1onths 11 75.531 6.866 2.623*** 
Hours 7 148.323 21 .189 8.094** 
Error 79 201.552 2.618 

Total 95 425.406 

** Significant at the 1% level of significance. 

We have already seen in Sec. 4.2 that months differ significantly 
in the distribution of repeated arsons and also we determined months 
for \'/hich the mean number of repeated arsons differ significantly 
from other months of the year 1980. In the analysis of variance 
above,Table 5.8, we again find that the mean numbers 9f repeated arsons 
are significantly different since the F-vulue is significant at the 1% 
level of significance. Ye also ob~erved,~~s~should be expected, that the 
mean number of repeated arsons by three-hour period are signifirrnt1y 
different. We now find out for which time periods thes'e mean values 
differ significantly. Using ~he Newman and Keuls test we arrlVe at the 
following conclusions regarding the mean number of repeated arsons 
for the three-hour periods (See Table 5.9): 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

The mean for the hours 6-9 differs significantly from 
the corresponding values for tpe hours 12-15, 15-18, 
21-24, and 18-21. 

The mean for the time period 9-)2 differs significantly 
from the corresponding values for the hours 15-18, 
21-24, and 18-21. 

The mean for the time period ~-6differs significantly 
from the corresponding vaiues for the hours 15-18, 
21-24 and 18-21. 

The mean for the time period 0-3 differs significantly 
from the corre?ponding values for the hours 15-18, 
21-24 and 18-21. 

We notice that these results are somewhat similar to what we 
observed for all arsons, (See Ch.IV, pp.67). 

(~) 

TABLE 5.9:- Hean numbers of repeated arsons by 3-hour time 
periods of the day arranged in ascending order. 

Time 
Period 6-9 9-12 3.6 0-3 12-15 15-18 21-24 18-21 

Mean 1.00 1 A2 1.83 2.00 3.08 3.83 4.08 4.50 
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5. 4 ANALYSIS OF REPEATED ARSONS BY CENSU'· ,--rRACTS 

We now consider analysis of the repeated arsons by census tracts. 
As shown in Table 5.10, 43 census tracts had no such arsons. Nine 
census tracts that experienced only one arson during 1980 were also 
arsoned sometime in the first four months of 1981. There are six 
census tracts that had 10 or more arsons during 1980. These will 
be considered later in this section. 

TABLE' 5.10:- Distribution of census tracts (CTs) by number of repeated 
arsons 

No.of No.of Cumulative . No.of No.of Cumulative No.of No.of Cumulative 
No.of No.of No.of 

Arsons CTs. CTs Arsons CTs CTs Arsons CTs CTs 

0 
1 
2 
3 

Total 

43 43 4 3 78 8 6 89 
9 52 5 1 79 9 3 92 

18 70 6 3 82 10/over 6 98 
65 75 7 1 83 - -
- - - - - -- 98 -
As should be expected, the distribution of census tracts by number 

of repeated arsons is not similar to that for all arsons (See Table 4.15), 
A very large proportion of census tracts did not have any repeated arsons during 
1980. Out of the 43 such census tracts in the above table, 11 census 
tracts had no arsons a~ all as shown in Table 4.15. The remaining 32 census tracts 
had only one arson durlng 1980 and hence, by definition of repeated 
arsons, are shown to have no arsons in the above table~ 

.Cons~der.now the distribution of all arsons and repeated arsons 
bY,flre dlstrlcts. Roughly about one-third of the arsons are repeated 
.arsons for FDs I-IV combined. There are 'significant differen2es ' 
in the occurrence of repeated arsons for these four district. (X =19.98 on 3 d.f.), 
with FD II haying almost half th~ number of.repeat~d arsohs than each of 
the remaining three fire districts. SiJIlilarly, the number of repeated 
arsons for FD V is si'gnificantly lower"than the rest of the FDs. 
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TABLE 5.11:-

Fire 
District 

1 
II 

III 
IV 
V 

Total 

Distribution of all arsons and repeated arsons by 
fire districts (fDs) 

Number of " Number of 
All Arsons Repeat Arsons Percent* 

212 63 z9.7 
102 36 35.3 
202 75 37.1 
279 83 29.7 

39 4 1 O. ~ 

834 261 31.3 

* Percent of repeated arsons to all arsons. 

In Table 5.12 below, we consider census tracts with 10 or more 
repeated arsons. We notice from this table that. for mos~ of the~: 
census tracts repeated arsons accounted for a maJor portl0n of t 
arsons. Thus, using the approach suggested in Sec. 4.4, we can plan 
the resources to reduce such repeated arsons. 

TABLE 5.12:- Census tracts tCT) with 10 or more repeated arsons. 

Fi re Di stri ct 

I 

II 

Tota-I FD II 

III 

Total FD 11 I 

IV" 

Total FD I-IV 

Census 
Tract 

82 

';)7 
67 

" 

86 
92 

,31 

:~ 

Number of 
all arsons 

19 

23 
25 

48 

29 
38-
67 

18 

152 

Number of 
Repeated 
Arsons 

12 

10 
14 

24 

16 
22 
38 

10 

84 

Percent* 

" 83.2 

43.5 
56.0 

50.0 

55.2 
57.9 
56.7 

55.,6 

55.3 

* Percent of rep~ated arsons to all arsons for the census tract. 

5.5 ANALYSIS OF SUBSEQUENT ARSONS 
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tip until now \'Je analyzed patterns .of repeat~d arsons in terms of 
months, days, :,_hours of occurrence and by census tracts, However, 
often it, is usetul to knm'/ when the next arson for th~ .same structure 
will occur. In what follows we ascertain the probablllty"of occurrence 
ot the next arson within a specified time ln a year. Later we also 

ascertain the probability of occurrence of a subsequent arson on a 
specified day. 
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Table 5.13 gives the frequency distribution of the number of sub
seq~ent arsons, from the day of the .. preceding arson, by selected time 
perl0ds of the year 19~0. To clarlfy the table, consider three arsons 
that occurred for a structure on, say, 5/11/80, 6/1/80, and 8/9/80. 
The arson on 6/1/80 occurred exactly on the 21st day from the occur
~ence OT t~e arson on 5/11/80. Similarly, the arson on' 8/9/80 occurred 
ln the perl0d ~-z months from the occurrence of tne prevlous arson 
of 6/1/80. IhlS procedure generated a total of 147 arson incidences 
and their distribution is shown in the following table. 

TABLI:. 5.13:- Distnbution of subsequent arsons for a structure by selected time 
periods for the year 1980. 

Time 

Period 

same day 
1 Day 
2 Days 
3 Days 
4 Days 
5 Days 

(06 Days. 
",-,... 1-2 WeekS 

2-3 Weeks 

lotal 

O,','~' ... 
\ .' 

No. of Percent Cumulative Time No. Of Percent Cumulative of total of total Arsons Arsons Percent Period Arsons Arsons Percent 
11 7.483 7.483 3-4 \'Jeeks 5 3.401 47.619 10 6.803 14.286 1-2 months 27 18.367 67.986 3 2.041 16.327 2-3 months 15 10.204 76.190 7 4.762 21.089 3-4 months 14 9.524 85.714 1 0.680 21.769 4-6 months 15 .10.204 95.918 4 2.721 24.490 6-9 months 5 3,401 99.319 7 4.762 29.252 9-12 months 1 0.681 100.000 16 10.884 40.136 
6 4.082 44.218 

147 100.00 

From the above table we observe that the probability of the same 
structure be; ng al~sbned wi thi n 15 days of the occurrence of the 1 ast 
arson is about 40%. Similarly, the probability that the same structure 
\'/i11 be arsoned within two months of the occurrence of the last arson 
~5~bout 66%. Since this table is not based on a large number of 
arson incidences, some caution is called for in using this table. 

In Table 5.14, distribution of ~rsons by day of occurrence of the 
subsequent arson is given together with the day of occurrence of the 
preceding arson. Thus, for example, if three arsons for a structure 
take pl ace on r·1onday:, Saturday, and Wednesday, then the fi rst 'subse
quent arson occurred on Saturday~ after a first arson on Mondai. The 
~,econd one occurred on Wednesday fol1 owi ng the occurrence of the arson 
on Saturday: This is how the following table has been generated. 
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TABLE 5.14:- Distribution of subsequent arsons by days of the week. 

(: " 

':;-

( 

.:\ 

Day of the Day of the sobsegLient arson Total . 
preceding 
arson Sun. 1·10n. Tues. \~ed. Thurs. Fri. Sat .. 

Sunday 5 '-"6 3 3 1 4 5, 27 
9 2 2 1 3 24 Monday 3 4 

Tuesday 2 5 4 0 3 2 3 19 
'19 Weinesday 2 6 2 6 3 0 0 

2 4 2 3 2Q. Th'i:irsday 4 1 4 
, Friday 3 1 1 3 1 2 3 14 

" 

Saturday 2 5 4 1 2 4 6 24 
'. 

tTotal 21 28 27 17 16 15 23 147 
. 

He note from the above table that of the 24 ,arsons that too~ 
place. on tvlondays, 9, arsons subsequently occu'rrea on ,Tuesdays an 
only one on a Friday. It should be noted that these Tu~sdays 
and Friday are not necessarily of the same ?r the fo110w1ng week , 
but are the Tuesdays and Friday of the rema1nder of the year to110Wlng 
the occurrence of the arson on a Monday. 

The follow;~g table gives the probabilities of occurrence 
of the subsequent arson for each day of the \'~eek. 

TABLE 5.15:- Probability of occurrence of the subsequent arsons by days of 
the week. 

Day of the Day of. the subsequent arson Total 
precedi,ng 

r,10n. Tues.' Wed. Thurs. Fri '.' Sat. arson " Sun. 
"". , 

Sunday 0.185 0.222 0.111 0.111 0.037 0.148 0.185 LO· 
Monday 0.125 o ~167 0.375 0.083 0.083 0.042 0.125 1.0 
Tuesday 0.105 0.263 0.211 00 0 0.158 0.105 0.158 1.0 
Hednesday 0.105 0.316 0.105 ; 0.316 0.158 0.0 0.0 1.0 
Thursday 0.200 0.050 0.200 0.100 0.200 '>:J .1 at} 0.150 1.0 
Friday 0.214 0.071 0.072 0.214 0.072 0.143 0.214 1.0 
Saturday 0.083 0.208 0.167 0.042 0.083 0.,167 0.250 1.0 

" 
,0 

, i 
• \< 

From the above table we find that the,reis a 22.2% probability that 
a structure exper;enci ng an arsol1, on Sunday wi 11 ha~e the nex.t arson on 
a Monday. It may be recalled once again that th1S ~onday 1S 
n'ot' necessarily immediately fo'llowing the Sunday on Wh1Ch the arson 
took place but any l~onday fo 11 owing that Sunday. 
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Table 5.13 and 5.15 together can 
as: What is the probabi li ty that the 
wi 11"be on a, Wednesday vJi thi n two mont 

be used to answer such questions 
next arson for a structure 
hs of the occu~rence of 

an arson on a ~Jednesday? From Table 5 
probab.i 1 i ty of a. next arson wi thi n tvJO 

.13 we know that the 

ti plying :Chis probability by the proba 
nesday, when the preceding arson has 0 
Table 5.15, is 0.316, we find that the 
0.21, or equivalently, 21%. 

One of the limitations of the abo 
it is specific for the year 1980 and m 
other year. l~ore useful in answering 
the matrix of limiting (ultimate) prob 

months is abou~0.66~Mul-. 
bi1ity of being arsoned on Wed
ccurred on Wednesday, which from 
required probability is about 

ve table, Table 5.15, is that 

probabilities are given in the followin 

ust be used with caution for any 
the above type of question will be 
abilities. l These limiting 
g table. 

TABLE 5-16: Limiti ng probabil i ti es for the occurrence of the subsequent 
arson by days of the week . 

Day Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 
Probability 0,138 0.193 0.196 0.103 0.111 0.101 0.158 

We notice from the' above table that there ~rc much greater probabilities 
of an arson bei ng commi tted on. Mondays and Tuesdays than on any other days of 
the week. It may be emphasized that these probabilities are for the . 
occu~rence of ar~ons in the long run, assuming that the present conditions 
remal n the s~me 1 n the future as \'Ie11. Thus any change in these condi ti ons 
such as commltment of a larger field staff than the present one by the Fire 
Department to fi ght arson, 'may, a Her the above probabil iti es. 

As an illustration of how to use the above table we return to the 
question of finding the probability of experiencing (by a structure) a 
subsequent arson on a Wednesday within two months of the occurrence of 
an arson on \~ed~esday f~r that st~uct~re .. We. observ1t from Table 5-16 that 
no mat~er on\'JhlCh day t.he arson In. questlon 1S commltted, the probability 
of havlng the subsequent arson rema1ns the same. That is whether the 
arson ~ n. ques ti on is commi tted on Sunday, Hednesday or Fri day, silY, the 
probabl11ty th~t the same structure will have its subsequent arson on 
Wednesd~y ~em(l1nO.103 {~ee Table 5.·16).Since the probabl1ity of ' an 
arson wlthln two months 1S 0.66 (gee Table 5.13) the probability of having 

, a subs~quent arson on a Wednesday within two months is 0.103 x 0.66 = 0.068, 
' or equlValently, about 6.8% 

1 S.f1. Ross (1972 )': Introduction to probability models. Academic 
Press New York. 
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5.6 Sur'1MARY: 

There were about one-third repeated arsons during 1980 that 
occurred in 90 new structures. Moreover, these new structure~' ex
perienced on an average about three arsons each during 1980. Similar 
to all arsons, the repeated arsons are also wide-spread. This further 
strengthens the conclusion of the last chapter that arson ts wide
spread in Ne\llark. 

" Th~1 mOTithly distrib~:tion of repeated arsons is similar to all 
arsons.l? We also observed i~ similarity of distributions for the days 
of the'~eek for all arsonsdand repeated arsons. We have also seen 
that the distribution of r\'~peated arsons by days of the week do not 
differ significantly from mOQth to month. Furthermore, we observed 
that the distributions of repeuted arsons and all arson are sim,ilar 
when we consider these distributions by three-hour time periods 
of a day. Thus, we conclude that the distribution of repeated arsons 
for the variables "month," !!day," and "3-hour time period," are similar 
to those for all arsons. It, therefore, seems reasonabl e to conQ1 ude 
that any reduction in all arsons will bring about a corresponding, 
reduction in repeated arsons. Analyses of the data for repeated 
arson:;fvi~ fi re di stri cts and for census tracts with 10 or more a\~sons 
show similar kinds of patterns as were observed in the case of all 
arsons. This further strengthens the preceding conclusion that there 
is no need to treat repeated arsons separately from all arsons when 
planning to reduce all arsons. 

Finally, we have presented the probability of a subsequent arson 
within a specific time ranging from none (same day) to one year. This 
table, Table 5.13, should prove helpful in predicting subsequent arson 
for a structure. :\nother table, Table 5.16,gives the limitinq (ulti- " 
mate) probabilities of subsequent arsons for a structure whicn experienced 
an a~son in the past. 
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